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The Worning Star.
WEDNESDAY,

JANUARY

1, 1878.

pr

from

done

Italy.

his own

Mr, Dixon

costs,

and

will

the

in-

to his reputation is appraisedat

modesty by a similar or more severe rebuke,
"The minds of the mothers and daughters
of England
are defiled bY” the impurity of
our modern fiction. The. charms of un~

bridled passion and illicit love, form a prominent feature of attractiveness in
some of
our. recent popular novels; and
pity and
sorrow, rather than any emotion in which
a moral

element

enters,

we

are asked to

show over the miserable en
sin, It is
impossible for young hoe e to read such
stories without sufferhg injury in the moral

sense, and baving both heart and conscience
defiled.

Mr.

Dixon

is only one

out of

many offenders, and, alas for the fair sex,
the

greater

part

of

those

offenders

are

women !

The **Chureh and State” controversy has,
by the enterprise of the ‘‘Nonconformist”
newspaper, been fixed for afew. weeks upon questions of figures’ The. NonconJormist has obtained and published returns
of the accommodation for public worship
provided in 32. large towns in England.

The statistics are startling; two-thirds of
the religious accommodation is provided by
free churches, and only one-third by the
national church. What claim then can the

Church Establishment make

to its posithn

—

A word of love to cheer the endless journey
Of earth’s hurd, busy days.
They love us, and we know it; this suffices
For reason’s share.
Why should they pause to give that love expres
sion

With gentle care?
should they pause?
But still our hearts are
aching

With all the gnawing pain:

more

than

half

—

We arrived here a week ago to-day,
The horse sickness and fire in Boston are
the principal topics of conversation. There
was not a ¢ar.on any of the city railroads
drawn
hy a horse. In some . instances
Laafiall locomotives had been put on, drawing trains of horse cars. Just as evening
sets in and the business men are leaving the
central parts of the city for their homes in
the suburbs, these cars are crowded.
1 saw one train thronged within and

without, a moving mass of humanity,
one:point the ‘‘Dummy,”

At

as they call these

locomotives, got

shouting and those

‘‘stuck,” and

on

the cars

The anuibilation,by the Atlantic cable, of
the distance between England and America,
was never more distinctly realized than on
Saturday morning last, when our newspapers told us that Horace Greeley haa died
in.
New York on the previous evening.
The tidings so suddenly and speedily transmitted,could not but be received by English-

men with real regret. Whatever unpopularity attacbed to Mr. Greeley, through his
ill-advised association with Democrats in

opposition to General Grant, it is not forgotten
affairs,

by English students of American
that the editor of the New
York

Tribune deserved well of his country.
His
advocgsey of the freedom of the slave

through

many long years, bis efficient sup-

- port of the

candidature

of President

Lin-

coln, his fidelity to the Union in evil days,

“and his services to the Republic as an able
and-honest journalist, entitle him to an hoborable place among America’s distinguished men. Mr. Greeley had his faults, and
if ambition was one of them, in this sudden collapse of health and life, most “griev-

ously hath he answered for it.”

The United

Fields.

#ho

Goodman
was I do n't know,

but about the

time of the passing

Toleration Act, a chapel was built in Mill
Yard for a Baptist church, observing the.

seventh day as the Sabbath and not the first

as they copld one of these
to their supper.
Chicago is tiuly a
distances.” Whether
miles

square,

1

My.

Greeley

died,

cold

November

:
city of “magnificent
twelve or twenty

don’t

know,

but some-

with wheelbarrows or some other device;
they manage to supply their customers
with milk, bread and other dHecessaries. The

first day after arrivingI saw amilk man
serving his customers, using for a milkeart
a baby carriage.
The horses that are recovering are weak,
and can not bear-heavy and long continued

Though much

has

been said, yet

scribed, * The lowest

:

‘

elated

only

[

‘‘actions

amount, $5,being giv-

firm and strong as ever. Little hollows

in

the wooden pavement and board sidewalks,
and blackened and.charred trees mark the
this matter

side of the scales

when

it is void

There has been

remarkable

weather

in

ground

is soaked

with’ moisture;

floods

shock in his been spoiled, and sowing for the next year's

public position in literature. The Pali Mali barvest retarded. Italy reports similar dis
Gazelle in objecting:to his taking the chair asters, and the Po, the Arno, and the Tiber

at the Scott banquet, spoke of Mr. Dixon

of love.

was

also

report,

inundations.

In

Schleswig-

There is nothing more remarkable

about

“Love is our weight,” says St. Augustine,

of love as. to bring

down

self to its just

level. | Let its‘ depths be manifestgd by our
readiness
to bear the cross,
hum ilia‘tions, the sufferings, which are necessary
to the purification of, the soul. Our hu-

miliation is our exalsation.

‘Whosoever

is least among you shall be. the greatest,”
says our Lord. I love you, my dear child,

)

4

oo

u

il

add

to

the list of calamities, cholera is re-

todd

INDIA,

f

of God, in opening the way

Vo

his people on to the work, is far, yery

far in advance of the faith and zeal and activity,
of the church. Everywhere God is throwing,
doors wide open that were long shut, and taking

sam after fourteen years’ absence. Although
she expected to find great improvement in the
condition of the people, yet the changes far exceed her expectations. In a communication to the
Miss. Mag., she says: “ We are accustomed in
Ameriea to see rapid progressiu the manufacturing towns of the east, and in the cities and
villages that spring up,as if by magic, in the west,
But I question whether in any country in the

obstacles out of the way,

The thought returns’

to me, almost with tlid¥bice

God is preparing the earth
umph of his Son.”

of révelation, that
for the speedy trie

Washingtdn Correspondence.
i

tl

WASHINGTON, D..Ci, Dee. 25, 1872.
Congress adjourned last Friday, and most of
the In mbers have gone home to spend the holi--

zenanas or

SHIP CANAL AROUND NIAGARA.
It is stated that the Committee on Com:
merce in Washington have decided to report a bill recommending the construction
of this canal. It was stated in the hearing
that the canal would be only “six or seven
miles in length, and could be completed

might

be

adopted,

and

that

two

years

weuld be sufficient time in which to finish
it.
FIRE IN NEW YORK.
New York city was terribly scourged by
fire last Tuesday. Barly in the morning
Barnum’s

Museum

and

Circus,

on

Four-

teenth street, Grace Chapel and several
contiguous buildings, including two carriage factories on Thirteenth® street, were
burned

down, involving a loss

million

¢géllars.

a camel,

were

saved.

is

tensive fire occurred in

be-

Center

tween Leonard and Worth

street,

receptions

and
were

in

Henry Wilson and Dr. Chickering, and the
could

CHRISTMAS.

GOOD FOR INDIANA.
The Indiana legislators: are
trying to
come up with the growing class of mur-

than

the

rapidity

with

which

eve, by
good loealities is not likely to depreciate.
If the prayer meeting may be taken as many
the spiritnal thermometerof the church, thrown
the religious interests of Chicago are as fering
prosperous as her temporal. The prayer
meetings are said to be well attended, and
in some: cases I hear of special interest and
a dozen or more rising for prayers.
Other pastors speak of good attendance

upon all the means of grace and evi
dent interest,but lament that noné are seek-

which thirty lives

were lost, and

persons wounded.
The train was
from the track,and the scenes of suf-

were heart rending.

A R. R. acci-

dent in Indiana caused the injury of twenty
or more, %everal fatally.—These, taken with

the fires in New York and Boston,make up
a gloomy chapter. In the latter city the
new small pox hospital was burned,—an
unfortunate and untimely loss.
THE

WEATHER.

cordial welcome from members of the
faculty, and had a pleasant interview with

a

streets.

10TA.

some of the southern states, the despatches
unite in telling the same chilling story.
In Lancaster,
N. H., Christmas day, the

thermometer indicated fifty-four, degrees
below zero, and it marked forty, ‘thirty,
&o., at ‘various other places. In Maine the
mercury ranged all the way from fourteen
to thirty degrees below zere, and the same
‘may by said of New England generally,

New
states.

York,
Even

and

many

in the

of the
sunny

western
South

the

suffering cruelly. from lameness.
when, without means or

L]

It is, however,

strength, they

attempt

to death during their wearisome journey.
The
Asiatic cholera, which is generated from the
squalor and filth consequent on these pilgrimag-

across

India, to Europe

and

In view ofthis fearful mortality, and

the Indian government the pre.

JAPAN.

will conclude

that we

have

a

from the infidelity which

where

ready to

fill the

spiritual

void.

is everyI

want

as I can, so that by and by,

perhaps next year, surely very soon, when the
crisis is upon us and we are overrun and swamped for want of men, T can feel that [ did my du-

ty in appealing for more.”

{lays later,
Mr. Greene wrote Aug. 29, two
with equal confidence and earnestna
He says:
tpleration if soon to come,
‘‘ Humanly speaking,

to

shall we be forced

very, very soon, wg

await years for menjto learn the lan¥uage, before we can do thework the church expects its
missionaries to do for this people? Infidelity is

already

in the

field. ... The

question comes

home, is it economical, is it right, for us to wait
until such heartless fidelity as this has spread
itself over the land before we begin in earnest
the work of evangelization? God knows that
other countries need the gospel—are suffering
for it; but where, in all the world, is there a
country passing through such a crisis as this?
Where is there a country which, humanly speaking, seems so ripe for the gospel harvest?’

‘

MADAGASCAR.

Mr. Deming, of the Sreh Miss. Soc., recently
visited Madagascar.
e gives as hopeful signs
of the work in Imerina, a general reverence for
the Bible, classes for its study being very popular, great zeal in preaching the gospel, and a

large attendance

on

Sunday

services; congre-

gations (rom 500 to 1600 being found everywhere,
and some even ranging as high as 2000.
What
a change in a land so recently heathen!
M

CO.

The Mexican missfon has just received a heavy
blow in the death of its distinguished missionary,

Manuel Aguas.

A few years since, he was

the

the

ecelerily as

possible through the House, to meet

a pressing

demand for money, ou the part of poor laborers,
and needy and penniless contractors, whose necessities are pressing,~necessities which the:
Board of Public Works were unable to relieve.
It was hoped that this money wotild be realizéd
before the holidays, that the poor men who have

by the

their homeward journey, that the terrible horrors
of the pilgrimage are most manifest. It is computed that 50,000 pilgrims annually fall victims

toiled for months without pay, might be made
comfortable and happy with their families dur-.

ing the Christmas days. But the bill was stopped in the Senate by a slight amendment, which
necessitates its returnto the House for action on
said amendment, before it can become a law,

This was

brought

Vermont.

made

about by Judge Edmunds, of*

It was in vain

that

appeals

were

to him to desist, telling him of the suffer-

ings and pinching wants of the poor; his heart
seemed as cold and unfeeling as are the hills and"
mountains of his native state; he would not re-

lent, and by the aid of one majority secured anamendment of no possible good, makin
it g
the

duty of the Commissioner of Public Buildings—
Gen. Babcock—to supervise the doings of our
.
Board of Public Works.
The swearing on the part of contractors and
someé of the poor laborers was fully up to that

said to have

been

belehed forth by * our army

in Flanders.”
It is devoutly hoped here, that
the honorable Senator will enjoy his’ Christmas
dinner.
Perhaps the Reople genérally in the country
care but little ab:
t these improvements in this
District. Yet they should care much, for this is
the nation’s Capital, and every man and woman
in this land should feel a national pride in what
is going on here, as well as a solicitude that the
work should be done thoroughly and well, with
no doling out of money upon the old plan so
long in vogue here, viz., ** the penny-wise and
pound-foolish” system.
IMPROV.EMENTS.
As Congress is now absent, allow your cofrespoudent, will Jou, to- say a few wortods
your
numerous re: ers upon the improvements al--

‘ready

effected,

and proposed

to be effected, in

the near future, under the comprehensive plan
of our Board of Public Works.
Those who
have read the “ American Notes,” by the late
Charles Dickens, will recollect his graphic de- ~
scription of Washington,
It was a truthful

picture

then,

and

such

it remained.

with but °

slight if any improvement for the better, till a
very recent date. Washington has been called
“ the ci ty of magnificent distances.” Precisely
what this meant, the stranger did not know tiil.
he came here, and saw long, broad avenues and
streets stretching away eut,nobody knew where,
but all along filled with mud-holes, heaps of

dirt, to

blow

about

in summer

or in windy.

weather, hills and hollows, cgvities and breakneck chasms, where after dark a stranger ‘ran
the hazard of breaking his neck, and even the‘* oldest inbabitant” and
those most familiar

with these thoroughfares needed a map
to

or chart

guide them.
This is no fane hetoene fs everyy can testify who knew
Washington up fo.
very recent date.
It is so no‘longer.
The Washington of before
and since the war, and the Washington up to a
recent period is not the Washington of to-day,
and the universal remark of everybody
who
visits us this winter is, How changed !
hat a
marvel!
We have aboyt 120 miles of strests
substantially paved with wood and concrete, and
along these roadways,avenues and streets, broad
brick and concrete side-walks.
Some of our
streets and avenues are parked in the center,—
witness the elegant New York avenue.
Others
are parked iuside of the walls next to the dwellings, with ornamented iron fences, and other
adornments; in short, if you have not been here
for some time, you would scarcely know the. .

city.

In addition

to this, there

is another im-

provement, without which all this surface ¢hange
would be of comparatively little value.
That is,
we have for the first time ample sewerage, an
indispensable
requisite to the health of large
cities.
Now, the question is, to whom are we indebted for all'this wise outlay, and"splendid improvement as the result of the outlay.
As you doubtless will readily
see, to the Board of Public

Works, appointéd by

the President,

under

-

the

organic act establishing the District
Government.
As these gentlemen have been maligned,
lied about,
and
shamefully and gratuitously
-abused, not only here in
Washington, but in
newspapers, and by scribblers in all parts of the.
country, and as the people everywhere are in-

terested to know about, and to have correct information as to what is transpiring in the Capital

great Roman Catholic preacher of the Méxican
capital. Less than two years since, he entered upon the work of preaching the Protestant

of the country. I propose to say a few truthful
words respecting these gentlemen personally, as

sionary zeal, undertook, in addition, his co-la-

vate or
endoes

ell as to note the important work they have. in
hand.
£1
faith with great success, but such were the
+ THE BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS.
pressing needs of the mission that this year it
Hon. Henry
D. Cooke is the Governor of the
was deemed advisable that his fellow laborer, District, and as such is President of the Board.
Dr. Riley, should appeal to the churches of the] Mr. Cooke is a brother of Jay Cooke, the disUnited States for aid. Aguas'wis then . preach- tpguished banker and is himself the President
of the first national bank here: He is a man of . |
ing twelve times a week, yet after Dr. Riley's
such uprightness, integrity and churseter that
departure, the eloquent preacher, with true misno man would dare thigk of assaulting his priborer’s work.
As might be expected, the Herculean task crushed him.
Says the N. Y. Inde

pendent:

** Saying

nothing of

whether a missionary. has the

his strength as is the, custom

the

right

to

question
overtask

with missionaries,

the more pertinent question .arises, are the
“churches justified in allowing the sacrifice? Who

killed Michael Aguas?’
Dr. E. D¢ G. Prime, author of “ Around

the

World,” in arecent article in the Interior, says:
“ Within about & year it was my privilege to

take by the hand every Protestant missionary
Japan, a large number of those in

Egypt, Syria, Turkey, and some

China,

in

India,

of the islands

of the sea.

I saw them in‘all the departments of

their labor.

And I can truly say that the chupeh

»
$

The bill was driven with as much

in referring to the

The weaker ones perish by the way, and

to call just as loudly

‘|

Public Buildings and reservations,

time the sacred city is reached,nine out of ten are

the empire,

no doubt that God noticed and compassioned them, and that is the best token of all.

Independent,

very changetul atmosphere in Japan; first, very
bright, and then very dark.
Well, we could not
expect it to be otherwise. When great reforms
are taking place among a great people, it is always 'so,—first dark, then light, and always the
darkest a little before day; and when these fitful
changes follow in quick succession, itis an encouraging sign, provided only that the cause is
gradually gaining ground. Such is the case here.
The cause of religious freedom is moving on;
the day begins to break. . . . We have recently
sent you an appeal for more men.
Oh, that a
hundred could come this year; then we might
hope to save some of the millions in this part of

the city Ruring the

incurred expenses for improvements around

long pilgrimages the Hindus make to the temple of Juggernaut, says the pilgrims are mostly
women, not more than ten per cent. being men,

27, says: “ You

throughout
the
season.
made af the meeting by

cause looks hopeful. Better men
not be engaged in a better work.

Y.

The profound anxiety with which Christians
are watching the progreSs of events in Japan,
invests every item of intelligence with deep interest. The edicts against Christianity are still
unrevoked, but the missionaries on the ground
have large hope that the era of religious freedom
is at hand.
Rev. Mr. Davis, under date of Aug.

many other places.
A COMMENDABLE PROJECT.
A meeting well attended by influential
men was held in Washington lately, . whose
ohject was to aid a movement in progress
there to banish liquor from official and
private

N.

some-

General Governments quota towards the already

British rule, yet feels the influences that are
sweeping with such marvelous
rapidity overthis ancient country.”

The

For the bill provides for paying

thing like a million and a half of dollars to the

Assam, though lying off the great highway of
commerce in a corner of the vast empire under

§

streets, causing

country.

. . .

vention of this yearly slaughter. This, however,
can on'y be done by prohibiting the pilgrimage,
-and.such a prohibition, the Hindus would regard
as a bitter wrong on the part of the British government.

a loss of $350,000.
Numerous
smaller
fires in that city are reported, and also in
Elmira, N.
Y., Pawtucket, R.
I, and

holidays
Speeches

of the women to learn is no less wonderful than

to demand from

the

has
ex-

The eagerness

the danger to other nations from the outbreaks
of cholera, it is argued that Europe has a right

of nearly a

This

apartments.

the willingness of their lords to allow them.

America.

Only three of the animals

third time that Barnum’s exhibition
burned out. In the evening another

private

es, makes its way

of Mr. Barnum's menagerie, two elephants
and

to the tax-payers, and citizens of the District of
Columbia, if not to the; people, of the whole

ly between 700 and 800 women and girls in their

Events of the Week."

the city is being restored, and the magnificence of the new buildings. There are

of an adventitious character, for he ‘* made Holstpin and Pomerania, as in the plains of
a racket,” or provoked a newspaper cortro- Lombardy, villages have been destroyed, the students. Several aro looking to the
vegsy, to get his books sold.. ‘Mr. Dixon and much damage dome,
All along the Foreign Mission service, though only one
goes to law with the Pall- Mall Gazette. | shores of the Baltic there hag been what is seems decided. There are eleven students
The newspaper justifies its criticism by represented as d second deluge. The loss in the junior class of the Seminary. ‘We have
long quotations fi
P Spiritual Wives,” of life, both in Italy, and Denmark and had beautiful moonlight nights and fine
{whieh it maintaing
ixon never ought Germany has been considerable, and many weather, till to-day it has tyrned very cold,
to have written. No doubt other works thousands of persons have been turned out and as T look out of the window the snoW
of his were of a higher character, but ‘Free of house and home entirely destitute. To | is falling
fust;and the wind blowing it

Russia” was a made-up book, and * Spirit-

$

providence

becko

F. H: Bronson, Baptist mssionary,
Let us so charge ourselvés with the weight ~+Mrs.
has returnedto her former field of labor in As-

;
have overflowed, the Po reviving its an- ing the Saviour.
The weather last wepk was widely and
as best known as the *‘ compiler of obscene cient reputation by the terrible disasters it
I have just come from n visit to the The- extremely
cold.
All
\the way
from
Germany and Denmark ological Seminary, where I met with a Maine to the Mississippf, and even in
literature,”
and the author of ** vampe#-up has occasioned.

travels,” and added that his popularity

is far spent, that the day is at hand. In the
ter of the conversion of the world to Christ,

‘Mission Field.

soul is

derers who are afflicted with momentary
insanity, A billis pending before their legislature providing that, whenever an acand on the death of his father-in-law, be- probably no larger and handsomer in any cused person is acquitted upon the plea of
temporary insanity, the Court shall commit
came pastor of the chapel and occupier of | other city in the world. Thereis a light!
him
to a lunatic asylum for the same numthe pastor's house. Mr. Black dies, and colored limestone much used for fronts,
ber
of
years that he would have been connow his son-in-law comes all the way from It is nearly white, easily cut and worked
fined in the State Prison had he been coninto
elaborate
‘and
beautiful
designs.
America, to take up his abode in the mevicted. In cases of murder this would be
tropolis of England,and receive a salary for After the five other districts were used for
for life. If sucha law could be enforced
upholding doctrines which mo one assents business. purposes.
Now the original
been we have an idea that it might diminish the
to, and- for serving as pastor without a business part Of the ' city ' has
quite perceptiand thus the business
capac- number of crazy people
church to serve, or a congregation to in- restored,
bly.
wy
ity
of
the
city
greatly
increased.
The
struct. “The chapel, closed since Mr. Black's
SHOCKING CASUALTIES.
death, has now been re-opened ; Dr. Angus, capital to erect these beautiful structDr. Burns, and the Rev, C. Stovel counte- ures has in- many instances been seIn Newberry, Pa., while the Baptist
nance the induction of the new incumbent ; cured at a high rate of interest, many Sabbath school was holding Christmas exand it may be for twenty or thirty years the paying, 1 am told, ten per cont. Yet every ercises, the floor of the church gave way,
Seventh-day Baptist minister will receive one believes there is vitality enough in letting 800 persons into the ¢ellar, killing
nearly £200 a year for preaching every Sat- Chijcago to stand firm and even go ahead 11 and wounding 40.—-An accident occururday
a dead docttine to empty pews, or amid all these difficulties. Real estate in red on a Pennsylvania railroad Christmas
only by the members of his,

+

i

The day passed off pleasantly, so far as
we have heard, only it was extremely cold.
The children got thejr usual share of good
things, and so did the old folks. With such
an abundance of gifts in the world, and so
much money, itis a pity that so many
the ruins. There stands the walls of a should
pass unremembeored.
But we have
stone building burnt out and standing as

no church.and no congregation. But the
endowment and the chapel remain, A Mr.
Black married his predecessor's daughter,

Mr. Hepworth Dixon, the editor of the have been frequent; the late harvest has

_ Atheneum, suffered a%evere

The

|

where there about, and you can imagine
what an affliction to such a place, the logs
of the cars and omnibuses must be. The at an expense of from ten to fifteen milstreets seem quiet and Sabbath-like. But ‘lion dollars, according to tlie plan which

track of the flames,

more painful and impressive than the unsucEurope during the last few months. In
cessful eandidate for the Presidency in the England: the rain has rarely ceased for
year of grace, 1872,
more than twenty-four hours together. The
‘The day upon which

Pr

is elevated is empty ; so the

crowding

nights, when tired and longing to get home

day.
There is a considerable endowment
for the minister.
There is now; however,

States have produced many eminent men, pews occupied
hut few have run a worthier career, and own household.
. + none have passed away under circumstances

of the

hush Ti self.

Ww.

the fun as well

,The church is now an anomaly, en by a peanut peddler.
Thus on we tread, and thus each heart in silence tion.
Yesterday I went to the west side of the
an anachronism, like the milestone in your
Its fate fulfills,
great city, still saying, though the city-is city, passing through the burnt district.
Waiting ard hoping for the heavenly music
Beyond the distant hills,
all round it, *“ one mile to New York.” As In many places the buildings are completed
The only difference of the love in heaven
a. pational imstitution, the Church has lost .and occupied, and in others going up rap5
From love on earth below,
idly and covering the ground, showing no
its reality, the nation has outgrown it.
Is: Here we love and know not how to tell if,
To show.the working ot endowments, a trace of the conflagration, But as I walkAnd there we all shall know.
Seventh-Day Baptist living, may be men- ed on I came to tracts where only here and
—Public Opinion,
there the work of restoration had taken
tioned. In a secluded and’ little known
district of the East of London, surrounded place or was going @smbetween lay the
English Correspondence.
blackened heaps. Ilere you saw the gas
by warehouses, store-rooms, and railways,
is a chapel called Mill Yard, Goodman's pipe crookedsand coiled among and over

DEerBY, ENGLAND, Déec. 2, 1872.

hr
rom

bas not any wherae,
elass’ of laborers’ who are

those

thirty places of worship other than those ‘speak louder than words,” and it was
of
the ‘¢ Established: Church,” show that in touching to see Chicago men, only one
We love them, and they know it; if we falter,
the narrow circle of our own town the po- year after their own terrible disaster, just
With fingers numb,
Among the unused strings of love’s expression,
sition of our so-called national church is rising from the cinders and ashes, sahscribThe notes are dumb,
untenable. So is it in almost every large ing from $5 to $5,000 to relieve distress in
We shrick within ourselves in voiceless sorrow, town.
In a public meeting held the next
The state of things has passed. Boston.
Leaving the words unsaid,
And, side by side with those we love the dearest, away when the Church of England repre- day after the fire, $50,000 was thus sub-

sented the religious convictions of the na-

Number 1

——

dn the love of the; Divine Master, : who so world, so marvelous and so radical changes in
the very foundations of the social and religious
hanging on round the edges, whose feet abased himself by love! Oh! what a life of a people can be found, as have occurred
ys. “A few who have homes here remain, but
were already on or near the ground, easily "Weight. of love, since it caused so astonish- among the Hindu population of British India
0 more Congressional clatter till Jan. 6th, 1878.
ing
a
fall—from
heaven
to
earth,
from
‘‘alighted” and gave a hard push 10 help
during the last decade. .. , The’two most mark- |
|
DEFICIENCY APPROPRIATION.
"
e Dummy . get started; then he moved Godto man! There is a’ beautiful; passage ed changes are the diffusion of education among
The chief’ topic of interest before Congress
off wijh his enormous load about as fast as in the Imitation of Christ—¢Love to be the masses and the giving to women the privisince my last, was the consideration of the deone walks when moving at a slow pace, unknown.” Let us die to all but God.— lege of learningto read. .... In Calcutta, T ficiency appropriation
bill,—rather, ‘perhaps, F
found the lady missionaries of the woman’s
nearly tired out; the “boys in the street Madgme Guyon.
Union Miss. Soc. visiting and teaching regulars should say, this was the subject of most interest
small

And longs and longs in vain.

In silence on we tread.

a

-

-

and the natives were amazed. If not the more zealously, faithfully or suceessfdllycarrying
rific gales have recently visited our British:
coasts, causing many: wrecks and a great When I speak of progress, it: is in de- ‘most generally cold time that was ever onits work, There is now sedro¢ly ary. eonside
erable portion ofthe earth which the founda~
loss of life,
THOMAS GOADBY,
scending, not in: mounting. As when ' ‘we known in the country, it was certainly tion has not been laid for thein complete
success of
There was" also an accom- the gospel, The whole
charge a vessel, the more ‘ballast: we put’ cold enough.
Oriental world, from
IC
tn
Bambles,
in, the lower ,it sinks: so ‘the miore love paniment of snow; which delayed: rail- Ohina to Japan, gives signs of the coming of the
———
;
Sun of Righteousness, assuring us that the”
we
have in the soul, the lower we are road travel a good deal.
CHicAGo, Nov. 14, 1872,

the nation otherwise provides for religious
worship, and practically
- does not support
and does not safction the Anglican Establishment?
The statistics of the Nonconformist ate disputed, their accuracy im- work at once, though it is hoped that uppugned ; but nothing has yet appeared which der influence of the cold, now coming
serves to substantiate the charges made on, they will recover more rapidly. I
against them. Every one judging from his ‘rode after a pair- yesterday that had been
ownl'point of view in our large towns, must laid up with the sickness. Though now
see that the figures are correct. Derby, for doing a good day's work they looked old,
instance, has 43 places of worship; but worn out and broken down, as you someonly 13 of them belong to the Church of times see them come out in the spring,
England. Is it not an anomaly that those “showing their ribs.”
The Bostonians have perhaps received
13 should claim to have the natienal sanction and authority, that is, to be establish- more sympathy here than anywhere else.

ed and approved by the whole town ?. The

Of hungry love that longs to hear the music,

RHA

| mercury sank below zero in several cases,

The Soul’s Progress.

ter:

and

Hungary,

ported as prevalent in

and laughing and’ enjoying

of the whole nation, when

Qn through the world we go, an army marching
With listening ears,
Each longing, sighing, for the heavenly music
He never hears;
Each longing, sighing, for a word of comfort,
A word of tender praise,

Why

sus-

as a church having the sanction and support

Love Unexpressed.
.

of

she sum. of half a cent! = The author of
‘¢ New America” is thus taught a wholesome lesson. One could wish that sowe of
our lady novelists could be taught a little

must 4 iande in mong or
hen
‘or
drafts, if
possible.

ANCES

Pyrrbus

remittances of have to pay

on business,

be

h

because of the absence

picion. The vérdict was against the newspaper, but damages were fixed at one
ESTABLISHMENT farthing! Another such a victory as that,
and Mr. Dixon must retire from literature
Dover, N. H.
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public virtue, except by flings and innuthat do not merit a moment’s thought: on «

his
part, or on the
R. hepherd is the

of his friends.~Hon. A..
Vice-President of the Board,

and is & native of this ity.
tiring energy, and stands

He is a man of anong our foremost.

business men here. He was'a poor boy, and has
been the architect of his ample fortune.~~Anoth- -

er member of this Board is Hon. S. P. Brown,
formerly from the state of Maine. He has been.
a resident of this District about twelve years;

during which period he has been among owr
most active business men, and is successful.
—There are two other gentlemen on the Bosird,
Dr. McCruder, of Ge

wn, and

Hon, A.

B.

Mullet, architect of theTreasury.
th of these
members are high-minded, capable and honest,
having the:confidence und esteem of
their fellow
wo.
citizens. It would be difficult to® find. five .
in this or any other community better
( for"
the position,
y

&

»
, Sa

TAR. JANU
genuine conversion.

Controversy.

—g—-

.

that he can behold the glory of the Redegm-

This dispute began in the reign of Chas.

see Christ in jany man in whom the Christian character is perfocted. That even the
most sinful can in some feeble and rewote

Gongregational church in London of which
al Mr, Lathop was pastor, doubting the

degree

had administered to his child, carried the

er; and when so formedhe will be able to Ij About the year 1683 a member of that
Fast

but not Vicious.

so

———

1 brought home a book which I had pur«chased, the other day, enclosed in a half
ical whose

ed from

the

same

forms.

One

side

| the corrupt deathly nature.—Farquhar.

evidently much enraged,
several scantily dressed feattitudes indicative of anTo gratify an idle curiosi

the hero and another rascal in a brothel.
One of the first attempts of the author is to

BY REVTNM. W. FARNHAM,
———

HONGKONG.
This island is nine miles

long and” four

wide. . It consists of a rugged volcanic

and commodious,
but was

not

till during the

war,

foreign

anchored here

in

when

great

| to the parish priest to be
before the
}

baptized.
3

much

number,

used

vessels
and

the

- explain the character of his hero,and he does’ settlement naturally sprung up on shore

from the church, ahd formed a distinct
church and congregatiohjn agreement with
their own sentiments,
A

- In 1634, Mr. Lathop, with a
his members,
fled ‘to New Eng
the persecutions of the prelates.

.

About the year 1636 or '8, a Mr.

Kiffin

published a piece entitled, *‘A sober di
course of right:to church communion,” in

which he endeavored to prove that no un- |

baptized person may be regularly admitted
to the Lord's supper. This is believed to be
the first piece published professedly on this
subject. Some time ‘previous to the year
1663;"a Mr. Jessey wrote a piece on the

~50 by saying that he is *‘ fast but not vi-' which took the name of Hongkong, +‘fravious.”
1 dare to presume that the last grant streams,”—the name applied by the
ord of the definition was not-as readily nativesto the locality, on account of the
“written as the first. I can easily conjecture fine, clear streamsof water in’ the neigha hesitancy in his choice of a word to con- borhood. Hongkong is unfortunately on right of church fellowship, and judging
trast with fast. Vicious suited his purpose the north side of the highest peak of the mixed communion lawful, wrote a piece in
well. He did not desire to say wicked, mountain, exposed to. the cold Blasts. of | defense of it on Roman 14:.1, “Such as are
for he will make his hero very wicked be- winter and sheltered from the cooling weak in the faith receive ye.” In 1672
John Bunyan, then in prison, published his
‘fore he leaves him, probably; base would breezes of summer.
Confession of faith,and in it pleaded warmtnot suit him, for he will preach a long sermon against baseness before
* done. Vicious was the word

his story is
he wanted;

usually reserved to adorn the lower animals who are difficult to control, its. rarity

There is here no ‘occasion ‘for weary as-

cent of tower or. hill to geta

city.

As the enterprising

view

of the

shopkeeper ex-

poses his “goods upon shelves one above the
other;so the people of Hongkong exhibit
their pretty houses arranged in terraced
rows along the hill side. There is no point
commanding a better view of the city than
the harbor. We anchored some time in
the night, and going on déck in the morning, found the island and city, like a pretty
picture, spreadyout before us. The steamer
was far enough from the shore for the eye

assists in giving just the idea which the
author desired that it should give; that a
person may have all the qualities which go
to make up the modern ** fast” young man
without being positively bad. It seems to
me that the nitural inference to be drawn
- from the whole story will be, that a boy
may go on from crime to crime, waste
‘health and treasure in gambling and deto take in, at a glance, the city, with its
bauchery, lead those weaker than himself
houses 1ising in terracés one above another,
to dishonored graves, and yet be brave and
and the mountain, towering far above and
noble and true.
overshadowing all. We leaned over the
It set me to thinking. Publishers do not rail, and stood a long time. enjoying the
print except to meet a demand. That the beauty of the scene. The large harbor or
public demand poor reading rather than bay is completely ‘‘land-locked,” as the
good,any one who will take the pains to in- sailor would say. Opposite to Hongkong
form himself will speedily find. But there are low hills, with here and there a native
is a reflex action. Minds are as sadly in- village or foreign building in the valleys.
toxicated with vicious literature as with
alcohol, and weakness follows intoxication

‘as surely as any other natural effect follows
its appropriate cause. This weakness, .as
well know, isa craving weakness,—ask"ing for the very stimulant of which it is
the result. Every stimulant must be more

Conspicuous

is

the

jail, a fine,

well built

stone structure, which might be advertised

“to let,” for since thé prisoners bound and
left their keepers in prison, the authorities
have ceased to send the culprits to such an
out of the way and unsafe place. Perhaps
this circumstance has led to the

better

sys-

. exciting than its predecessor, and the re- tem of outddor manual labor—once adopt. sult.is:geen in the history of light literature
among us. Novels have run from bad to
worse,
Stories have degenerated till a
dozen periodicals publish nearly all that

ed but unfortunately abandoned in Shanghai. You see the convicts at work in companies of twenty-five or fifty, breaking
stones for the roads or trundling them on
eany one should read, and shameless artists
wheelbarrows to their destination. They
are employed to urge on the heated imagare usually chained together in pairs and
+ Anation when words fail to accomplish the.
well attended by armed police. Any at-

desired end.” The mischief acts both upon
the mind and morals.

The

contest, among

the authors, of whom ‘ Tony Pastor” is a
“type, is in aiming at excitement; and to
produce the excitement the lowest portion
~of the imaginative power is wrought upon.
The aim is not to present pure pictures to
the mind, but absorbing ones.
Thus I moralized on the state of the literatuve which our ordinary citizens, those
who work by day and read by night, read;
and I presume every body agrees with me,
that what I have said is perfectly true and
« everybody knows it, hence might as well
beunsaid. But it serves as groundwork
of what I wish

to

say

further,

viz.;

that

- men who understand and appreciate higher
‘_things,should unite in helping others to the
same level. It is easy to say that low
minds must be fed, that if not reading what

they are, they would be at worse employment; but it does flot mend the matter. We
+ donot say so when the temperance question
is agitated; we say that people should be
instructed and urged to higher views, and
spend our time and money upon the work.
Lately a great cry has been made (and just-

tempt to escape, and a rifle

ball

would

be

sent whizzing after the runaway.
They
have plenty of healthful outdoor exercise,
good food, and no doubt sleep well when
their work is done. What better situation
for men who have proved 4hemselves unworthy of greater liberty ?
As you stand on deck in the harbor,
directly before you, and near the water's
edge, is the City Hall, one of the finest
buildings in the East. ‘It contains a large
public hall, for concerts, theatricals, &ec., a
fine ballroom,
Chamber
of Commerce
rooms, &c., on the secondgfloor.
In the

first story is a Reading-room
To the left

is the

and Library.

Governor's

residence

and the Botanical Gardens. A littie farther
on is the Cathedral, nearly hidden in the
trees,

and

at

a convenient

Barracks. The sugar
ment,
the
distillery,

distance

the

refining establishrace-course . and

ly for mixed communion, In answer to this,
Mr. Kiffin published a piece entitled, Some

serious reflections on.that part of Mr. Bunyan's Confession of faith touching church
communion with wunbaptized believegs.”
The next year Bunyan published an answer
entitled, ‘Differences in judgment about
water baptism no bar to communion.” To

weather, we now
nearing the end.

rumbling

feel that we must be
The daily muttering,

thunder and occasional dashing,

however, still indicaté an"unwillingness on

near what is called ‘‘Happy Valley.”
But let us land and ascend some of these
streets. Many of them consist of broad

the part of the season, to part company
with us; and as swe now look over the
broad fields of waving grain, rich promise
of a plentiful harvest, we do not find:it in

a mile

or two

away,

in

flights of stone steps directly up the mount-’

ain side. If you walk along the terraced our hear
to complain, even though we
1y) over the nonsense and weakness of the streets you may find your feet as high as have at times been nearly par-boiled, and
books in our Sunday-schoo! libraries, but the roofs of the houses on the next street again haunted with fever, and fever tendenis not this reading less injurious. than that below.
cies. As we now approach the end of the
;
of a paper devoted to tales which seem to
The robberies committed in broad day- long, wet period, the joy of anticipating the
have no higher object thun to sneer at light, on the streets, have given Hongkong
commencement of the cool season is not
the Christian faith? Let us not give all an unenviable notoriety. But great imsmall.
In a few weeks more, we shall be
our attention to the lesser evils. The ques- provements have been made in” the police
able to inhale a cool, invigorating atmostion of how labor can he made effectual in force, and the morals of the (native) resiphere, and go abroad, with a more firm,
¢ this field, is one which philanthropists may dents keep pace. 1t is an English colony,
elastic step, than it has been possible for
well consider. In some communitics, pub- and the common-sense system inaugurated
us to do for long months past. But for the
lic libraries can be formed which shall con- at home may, by and by, be extended to
reprieve of and indemnity of four months
tain nothing poisonous, yet give healthy the less favored native residents in the
cool, bracing weather every year, a coninterest and pleasure. Good books can be colony. Some are slow in learning that if
titued residence in lower Bengal and
loaned and mentioned by owuers and read- is cheaper and easier to throw around the
Orissa would be trying indeed. But, as
ers.
But the great work must be done at young the restraints of a moral and religthese broad plains, “with their teeming millhome. Parents must care for the food by ious education, than to take care of them
ions, form a portion of ‘all the“world,”
which their children’s minds are fed. A when left to grow up in ignorance and the
hither would the blessed Saviour have his
household library-of a hundred good books attendant immorality and vice.
messengers hasten with the glad tidings of
would have saved many a young man from
Hongkong is well lighted with gas, and, Salvation on and if it be necessary,lay down
the fulse views and degrading habits which is a pretty sight when seen from the bar- their lives for his sake, and the gospel.
. the reading of bad books has inculcated,
bor by night. From pure, neyer-failing
PROGRESS,
“The taste tor reading can De cultivated mountain streams, water is brought into
‘to a remarkable degree. He who reads the eity and through every street. It is
While often vexed and greatly perplexed
Scott and Dickens understandingly, will easily carried to every room in the ‘house, by the weakness, obtuseness and perversemot desire to grovel among the filth of and a beautiful fountain playing among ness of the people we have to'.deal with,
* weekly story papers. The young lady who the trees or shrubbery is not an” unusnal church members not excepted, itis indeed
- appreciates Mrs. Craik will not ask for thing.
cheering to-be able to look back over a givMrs. Bouthworth. The boy who reads AnHongkong has been comparéd to an’ over- en period and be able to say, “Behold what
dersen will not save his dimes for ten-cent grown Madeira. Tt isat any rate a beau- hath God wrought!” and report Progress.

Indian stories.

tiful place.

*All this may have little connection with
‘the fastest boy in New York, but if it rouses

structed in every direction, furnishing fine
drives through the shady ravines or around
the mountain side, commanding a. view of
the harbor with its numerous vessels of

. amy one to a new activity in elevating the
public taste for literature, it will accomplish

.
bs

dts'work and do more good than a mission- éyery flag and rig.
Farin
. GEORGE LEWIS.
a
mountain immediately behind the

~ary Sermon.
Bi

‘No man ean see Christ except as Christ

“ig in. him, because
none can discern s

ual quater yt shersrbo have it. Only'the

a

)

Carriage roads have been ‘con-

+, pure in heart
can see God.

city is so steep as to seem to defy ascent,
and the granite boulders look as “though
they. would come tumbling
down; crushing
the housesin their track. Not long agoa

portion ‘of the rock gnt loose and slid down

Christ is light ; across the street, destroying life and prop-

light Christis heliness :1

i elhvicy we holiness? Christ is love,

erty.

yw

ud{

the Syn

“Have I answered your question satisfac.

these special

means has been to induct

Iron and Clay.

our native members more fully into the
work of saving souls. Their growing zesl.
and ardor have very much cheered our

The diverse principles contend

on the Lord's day, the 6th inst., making 189
that have been added to the two churches

Sister, Miss

and still,

and excite

effort of pl

the reforms

Jellasore, have,

no

comment.’

thropist and

whom they weré designed, or at least the
wishes of the designers; and sometimes

“.

The Two

a neighborhood

where

lady about

rejoice

J.P.

Sometimes

being

they are brought to “naught, because,
they may represent substantial needs, their

projectors are in advance of the age for |

Deaths.

+ whom they work. The light increases, but
it is not yet noon-day ; and the line between

Her father and

my cousin lived, a

eighteen

years

mother were hard

of age.
working

people, as they lived upon a farm and had
a large family.
But I am sorry to say that
Maria, which

was the

”

successful they meet the wants of those for

the goodnand the bad can rot be drawn with
e
bravely than one who has mathematical precision. Antbition thirsts
for power, avarice says give, passion looks
not P” asked
a thoughtless youth.
The person addressed replied, “I will’ on forbidden things, inflvence casts its vote
answer your question by relating two inci- with wrong, or, fore-warned of coming
events, and uncertain whether justice or indents which have come under my observa
justice shall yet win, tries to assume neution.
:
trality when social and moral questions are
“When I was about twelve years of age,
discussed, or when wind and tide are admy father moved into the town of T., into
verse to representative fen, because it reyoung

young lady's

name}:

‘face was very purple and her eyes stared
wildly.
“Don’t; don’t let me die! she
said, and did not speak again. She had
choke,to death.
That despairing voice
resounds through the chambers of wy
| heart to this day.
“Now, to finish answering your question,
I will relate to you the death of one of my
schoolmates.

mémbers that winds change, and tides flow

as well as ebb; and these are the clay in the
kingdom,
:
In contrast we see principle contending

:
.
a
Against misused power; all gifts inscribed
** holiness to the Lord,” though not every

to live a Christian

life when

very young, and many times she has said
to me that she wanted to live just right so
that she should be ready for either life or

death.

verse and that though
do not

mix.

If we

to

She said too that she looked

for-

return home and attempt to illustrate
Sunday-school lesson by dashing out the

brains of his pot Eidan, and each

by

enchanted

penditure of force, than treat

onward march over the continent of Europe,
the literature it bas begotten,
its almost

countless constituency,
main it has comprehended

lected the fittest means.

.

bright light radiating a dark path as it is

I spake as a child, I understood as a child, I

fash-

bovesmr—

At a recent

school institute in Bennington,

Sunday-

Vt.,

ported in the Banner, Rev. C. B.

as

re

Hulbert

said of the Sunday-scheol teacher and
work:

his

. -

The teacher should be a Christian gentle| man,
He should prepare: himself for his
work by study, the same as the pastor. He
shonld not only prepare himself to explain
the different parts of ere lesson, but should
endeavor
through prayer and faith to discover its leading

to present it to

Apa.

training in a single illustration in the 11th

the

He who can

—

WHAT 18 NEEDED.

thought, so as te

be

able

his class with'a supernatural

force. He should so fill himself with the
subject that he will be pressed to unfold it
to his elass. He should pummel the lesson,
so ‘as-to make it juicy.
He should not de-

$. $. Department.
Payl propounds

prove that in the
its work, and se-

ion the sublimest ideas and set them out in
phrase and illustration, so that they
will
speak to the spiritual nature of a child, gets
nearest the divine instructor and communes
with the kingdom of God,.—8. 8. Teacher.

as iron is

ward to death with pleasure, for it would
bear her home to her Saviour.
Her life
seemed to be a blessing to the lives of those
with whom she associated. It was like a

dren on

the one hand like weaklings and fools, and
on the other like
osophers. - The unspeakable success of the Sabbath-school, its

side by

Meat.”

8 of truth in the most

within the scope of child-thought, so that
they may originate these truths; within the
scope
of child-comprehension, that they ma
understand Son A within the limits of childlanguage,
ey may express them.
There is no more painful
or wasteful ex-

‘Boston, Mass.

and

the simple relation of Christ's

Christ. *Thé
Sabbath-school problem is simply this—to put the
great truths of destiny

in the prophet's interpretation, * they shall

“Milk

mantle

comprehendable statement. I believe that
half of the’ Sunday school meehanism, which
is becoming more and more complicated for
the sake of attracting scholars, could be laid
aside if it were the inevitable rule to teach
the Jaseing}jpg hie and. utterances of Jesus

side, why, if the walls be built of iron and

another, even

by

simplest, clearest

|clay, the kingdom will be * partly strong
and partly broken,” we may find the answer
to

little girl

doll’s head at the

parables and life.
Al Scripture and savi
truth stand around the gospels
All that
pertinent js su
y them. With the
gospels as the
fundamental lesson forever,
with the Old Testament and the Epistles as
sources of illustration and incidental explanation you have divine truth put within
the comprehension of the average Sabbathschool schelar, and within the explanation
of the average Sabbath-school teacher. It
maybe tedious to the teachers to go over
and over again the history of Jesus. But
we must remember that the scholars are .
continually changing. The Sabbath-schoct
can never teach a system of theology successfully. Great learaing may bring the

righteousness can not fellowship e#®h other,

rot cleave one

pitching
ece.

might

P Again, what child could understand Paul's
arpuiAents in Romans and CoMathians ?
have
to discover a child who is not

they mingle, they

[(acRigh the adherents of each walk

on

cruelty and make God unlovely. The
application would be that each hoy

ask ‘why iniquity and

not mixed with clay.”

“I knew her from a little girl ap to the
time of her death, which did not take place
until she had become a- young lady. She

commenced

election and

ment, but oh! how it loves to
+ Solomon in all his glory

politician, und

the praise! while we may and

tipore, Oct. 8, 1872.

der Paul's

dnd measures they. advocate

bave a local ‘interest.

will

ever

The

with the divine blessing,done much to swell
this number. To God's great name be all
in being permitted to report.

phecy, show

for mas-

weal or woe of the worldis increased by the

Crawford, Principal _of the

Femalé Orphan Asylum in

ature

and each believing prayer, recognizes this
fact. While there is much surface and
seeming, personal experience may run deep

tipore), since our return in Aug., 1865. The
persistent, godly labprsof our esteemed

al GoeA child

.

did not do what she might to lighten their
me who looks upon the inscription can read
heavy burdens,
She spent most of her |.
this piece Messrs.Danvers and Paul replied,
time and money in attending foolish parties | ; Moral character developed by affixing
hg, and though he. should be the only
and Mr. Bunyan answered them in 1674, in_ -and balls, thus making her mind a field in
ature to unalienable right, and
a piece entitled, ‘‘Peaceable-principles and which Satan could cultivate his plauts at
eon in the kingdom, As wheat
true.” In all these he continued uniform pleasure. Sometimes her conscience gave
in his sentiments, declaring that ‘he would a bitter twinge aud brought before her and tares spring bp, in the same field, so the
;
abide by his faith till the moss should grow heart the importance of leading a better iron and clay of moral,
character,
are
brought
toged
upon his eyebrows.
life; and approaching death with all of its
Since Mr. Bunyan's-time some of the horrors swept vividly past her mind. She
editors of his works have inserted a dis- did not heed these things, but plunged the *¢ partly strong and partly broken ;®_ and as
fiscourse entitled, ‘““An exhortation to peace more deeply into her sins, and at last, the clay shrinks and dries,.and lea
and unity," in which is declared that bap- through her own foolishness, came to her sures in the wall, or as the wall itséll’ falls
with a great. crash, the contractors may attism is essential to ehurch communion.
death. One afternoon in winter, after a tribute it to the weight and
ermination
piece.
But Mr. Bunyan never wrote this
light snow had fallen, she was desirous of
1st. The doctrine is not his. 2d. The style goingto her aunt's, who lived a mile dis- of the iron, and propose to change the prois not his. 3d. The quotations are none of tant, to see about her dress for a coming portions, by throwing out®ome of the iron,
his, as'they are from works he never saw, ball. Her father told her that it was very and supplying its place with
nor could he have read them had he seen foolish, and desired that she should not do periment may not be succe
them. Many of the quotations are from so. She answered him by merely saying perimenters will have an oppo
“|
certaining whether the old formuli.}
Latin authors, *of which Mr. Bunyan knew that she never gave up any of her projects, “iron is not mixed with clay.” If d
not a sentence.
and jt was useless for him to try to dis- ment proposes to coalesce with the ot
This controversy was continued by able suade her from going. The poor girl went. demands unity, under peril of pain
men on both sides from 1750 to 1760. In Little did she think as she approached the
penalty, the agreement being cont
1772 the question was started again by door of her aunt’s house that she was cornatural laws, and therefore impracti
equally learned men, and is agitated to the respondingly near to the door of death. though it may stand a letter ou the statute‘Who can but admire the She did her errand and returned home, but book, is practically disannulled ; for the iron
present day.
constitutions of our churches which admit of bad taken cold.
When she woke on the doubts the strength and stability, and,
free debate ? Happy community ! that can following morning, she did not feel able to (knowing that it was not originally intended
produce a dispute of ‘more than two hun- rise, and complained of a sore throat. They for building purposes) the very integrity of
dred and thirty years unstained with blood, sent for a physician, and he pronounced it the elay; and the clay fears the irrepressible
unsullied with fines, imprisonments, split- the diphtheria.
I went in to see her. She power of the iron.
”
ting of noses,cutting off ears, branding the appeared
as cheerful as possible, talked
When temples not made with hands, but
|flesh with
a hot iron, standing in the pil- about her new dress, and asked me if I deeds, are being built, we may hear above
lory or any civil inconveniences of the dis- thought she would be well enough to at- the din of voices, that of the master builder,
putants. No; for all these humane acts we tend the ball. It made my heart ache to ¢¢ judgment will Lay to the line and rightmust consult the history of the most respec- hear her talk thus, and it was with difficuleousness to the plummet.” The old time
table church in the universe.
R. W.
ty I could speak.
¢ Oh, why will. you not builders, and the new, of clay and iron
think of other things? said I. -* None of walls, spread out their plans before you; the
your sober lectures,’ said~she, placing her form differs a little, but the substance is the
The Seasons.
fingers upon her ears,
"same, ‘ wé have made a covenant with
——
¢ 1 said no more, but went away weeping death.” They who bring either niaterial
After full four months of steady, orthodox very bitterly, for somehow I felt that Maria
rainy season, during which time the mereu- was going to die. Three days later her are equally anxious; they build on the same
foundgdtion, ostensibly under the same regry has seldom ‘fallen below 80, but been
brother came-for mother and me, saying ‘wlations/and associative bonds; they greet
frequently in the nineties; while farmers that she was worse. As I entered the room,
have labored on in hope, in spite of con- T noticed that a sad change had taken place each other with fraternal titles; but as we
watch, the progress of events, we shall see
stant mud and showers, and we, pale faces, in her. She was poor, aud looked the very
that
mothing short of righteousness comhave struggled on amidst days and weeks picture of despair. She tried to speak, but
mands confi''ence, that the builders are diand months of sultry, steambath kind of immediately commenced coughing.
Her

or

Cemetery are

of those

under out care, (i. ¢., at Jellasore and San-

declared against infant baptism, withdrew

ty I commenced reading the story printed ridge, running from east to west. There
beneath. I found that it purported to re- are six peaks from 1,000 to 1,800ft. high,
late the experiences of the fastest boy in The barbor bad long been known as safe
New York,and opened with a fight between

is

Lathop

4

- Homeward.

was

«decorated with the picture of two men with
drawn pistols,
surrounded by
males in various
ger and terror.”

a virtuous action, is be-

cause the germ of the Divine nature is in
every man, though more or less buried in

sheet of printed paper, evidently circtiated
title it bore. Indeed,I judged it to be a bona
“ «Jide copy of its first two pages, and print-

appreciate

lidity of that baptism which Mr.

Numbers

baptized were already seekers, when oyr torily?” said the person of whom it had
special efforts commenced, but were aided Jbeen asked.
p>
i
in coming to a decision, while others were
“You have,” thoughtfully replied the
newly awakened.
One great benefit of youth,
;
M.

ii jaf :

-~

1873.
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S
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Communion

¥

:

(I)

The

aw
ali

\

Efsit
]

and ambitious. It is only as the Christ
nature is formed and grews within ian
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zs HEED

-

“Pend upon questions alread a

ared,

but

think, and ask questions for himself. A question originated is worth more than a question quoted. It is the teacher's duty to pro-

*| vide a substitute in case of absence,

philosophy of child-

verse ‘of the 13th chapter of the 1st Epistle
he' Corinthians.
‘ When I was a child

ever it is possible.

when-

He should visit his class,

individually, and seek to ascertain
their
Spirinja) condition and necessities, so that

she may be able to suit his instructions to

them.

In case of removals, he should

seek

to bring in others and keep his class full.

ht as a child.” This inspiration ought
How 10 TREAT STRANGERS.
A Sundaycarried along.
But the time came when
this light lost itself in the brighter rays of |, to get itself into the most blazoned letters of school missionary in the West while adpday-school cards, and be hung in dressing a Sunday-school, noticed a- little
glory. Consumption fastened itself upon
al vision of superintendent and girl, shabbily
dressed and
bavefco'ed,
bar, and bhas-her body wasted away her
Only that person who understands shrinking in a corner, her little sun-buraed
spirit approached heaven,'
I remember
its
characteristics, its limits, i(s face buried in her hands, the tears trick
very plainly the incidents of her death. She powers, cal successfully cater for it. One ling between her small brown fingers, and
would
break,
was in her little room lying upon her bed. who speaks, understands, and thinks as a sobbing as if her heart
child must by taught as a child. To misap- Soon, however, another little girl, about
She was much emaciated, but looked very prehend the young mind,
whether you over eleven years old, got up and wént to her,
happy.
‘I shall not live much longer,’ or under-rate it, is fatal.
here is a realm and,
ing her by the hand,
led her
she said to me, ‘and I wish to say one thing of ‘childhood, digmarked by Bbdily and men- toward a brook, seated her on a log, and,
to you: Stand up for Jesus.)
‘I will tal and soul eonditions, which is as complete kneeling beside her, she took off her ragmanhood. God builds nothed sun-bonnet, and dipping her hand i
try,’ said I, erying, ‘but it is so hard; I am in its sphere as
ing in sections, 48 we do furniture and the water, bathed her hot eyes and tearso wicked.’ ”
houses. The bud 1 as finished as the flower stained face, and smoothed
the tangled
* «Do not let us think too much of our —the acorn as thé oak. The babe is as hair, talking in a cheery manner all the
while,
"
!
wickedness,’
she replied.
‘I have been completely farnished\ with senses and bodily
functions and mental qualities in germ as
The little one brightened up, the tears
thinking
to
how
it
is
that
God
ean
bear
During the past rainy season it has been
the adult. Childbood\was the advantage in all went, and ‘smiles ‘came creeping around
ug,. and I remembered that faith, in purity, in beneéyolent ‘intent. The the rosy mouth, .
the writers privilege to be a:good deal en- to look upon
Sepa
a little girl I had a piece of really important thoughts on which human | Zhe missionary stepped forward and
gaged in connection with beloved fellow when I was
laborers, in special efforts to promote a re- dark green glass through which I used to destiny hinges can be exp essed attractively said,—
to children. The child reg
bold, prom“Ts this your sister, my dear?” dil
vival of pure religion in a, number of our look, and everything seemed tinged with a inent, clear ideas, simply\ aires
expressed.
He
“No, gir,” answered the noble child, with
beautiful
green,
And
I
thought
that
Christ
Mission churches; ‘and, it is with unfeigned.
must have bright, decided ‘colors. He has ender; earnest; eyes, ‘I have no sister,
gratitude that he is able to add, the Lord is a glass shining more gloriously than the not the skill to trace the shalles.. He com- sir.
%
g
.
“Oh! one of” the neighbor's children,”
has sigoally blest the labors of his servants. brilliant sun, - through which God looks np- prehends isolated and severe facts, not so
and He sees them readily their relations and sequences, which replied the missionary—*a little schoolMetobers of the. ¢huiches have had their: on his sinful children,
require a more trained reason. It is onl
ov
ih
fides
zeal and energy a good deal quickened, tinged with a brilliancy bowwewed from His by discipline that any mind can hold itself mate, perhaps?”
"1 do mot
“No, sir, she is a' ‘stranger.
Sop.)
ur
u
y
;
:
3
backsliders have been reclaimed, and re| long to one seriesof thought.\ The child know where she came from. I mever saw.
“Ag she finished speaking, she seemed requires succession of ideas. | The universe her before,” «i:
storedto the. fellowship of ‘ their brethren,
ySpeed
Bi
‘while thirty mine individuals, at four differ- still more happy, and: said that the room around flows into him through his five
“Then how. ca
u to take her out
a car
her ifyou do no!
J; summonted her par- senses. These are the ducts of which he is and have such
ent’points, have pution, Christ by baptism. was growing, dark,

Ii will
| be five, Others still remain as candidates for the. ents, and we stood around her bed as she
pi
“and lowliness; ‘and such quali-/ or six days before we drop anchor; when | ordinance, waiting for amore full and sat. entered her glorious ‘home, saying, ‘My
:
ties are forever inyisibleto the self-seeking you will hear from us again.
isfactory development of” the ‘evidence of trust is in Jesus,’
We are off for Singapore.

-

9

{1

most ‘conseious,

He abliors

absfractions. Know herpn.
WORE
Soh gi
dil
al
“Because she 'was™a’ stranger, #ir, and
seemed all alone; and? nee led, somebody to Me
Of all profound boks that bejkind to her,”

He is u oréature of “intense realist ‘and of
fanciful imaginason: ‘Hp
can ‘believe and

he can handle.
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Selections.

with

is very

sweet, the contents very pious and
and- talks

of Jesus.”

“@ot that, several copies of it—one by
Matthew, another
fark, dnother by
Luke, and one
a little
better’ still by John.

H

ie

Suits abe es! Ainge ge!

“The title

work; or ought to be.”

.devotional—watks

-

a 10, Woutnins hows

are

‘tables, sir,

Christians’

“My

——

wea

sea,—O0 Great Freé%-Land! Be thankful
to our God, and praise the Lord, for he
gates,
covered | hath strengthened the bars of thy

No dilution.”

And I bow him out.

|

| Hear 4s a |
them ss
Ah!
the Lord “ble
:

astoral visit by letter.
iin

RB

rive

He mocks

a little sparkling, but ve:

ton

it expresses a ul

But ills and woes he may not cure

that

e

WS

NE

Pastoral Calls.

troubles. Did
ever toe 3
oo house,
wife tryingto
at
a
until she had broken the skein in twenty
places and worried it into a complete
snarl? So Sister Peabody
has worried her
troubles into an inextricable tangle, all ends
and knots;
and the more she tries fo tell
can’t. Two hours she
out with pains and trib-

£

What

Ss.

the

anniversaries

of all her

Has she lost a husband (and

has lost them), ‘she keeps the auniversaries of their deaths. Tears flow copiously and thereis a most inconselably
dismal

time of it. She hasa long list of these
holidays. She was burned out once. Lost
money by a bank once.

to-day

1 isjas

she was

sx

in

years

the ears.

mp

The history

crime,

——

mg her blessings, ;she has made no note

but of her
8. Shalll pray
with
her? Not at all, for she will
nk me
most
. Shall we talk over

bit of

gave bera ticket for an excursion

railroad.

She can buy

two

good

on

it.

1

the

new

skeins while we are.untangling one.
Here come my balmy
friends of literary
ambition. Wesoon get held of some of
my pet notions and theories. Now 1 like
pass, ate don’t wh, to have Shem Slight
-

—pet

horses,

pe

,

pet

dogmas,”

an

. pet views. I have rated Peso theological
notioms with a deal of care. They area
kind of seedling,

like those seedling

ver-

is a his

corruption, of eruelly,

, and ruin.

my

He has’ takén the glory of health from

off the cheek and placed
hue of the wine cup.

there the reddish
the

eye and

comeliness

from the face and left’ it ill shaped and
bloated.
;
He has taken, strength from the limbs
and made them weak and tottering.
He has taken firmness. and elasticity
from the steps and made them faltering
and treacherous.
ity
He has taken vigor from the arm and left
flabbiness and weakness.

He has taken vitality from the blood and

filled it with
and death
He

fully

poison
i

and

seedsof disease
:

has

transformed

this

body,

and

wonderfully

aud,

a

fear-

tionmy

made, God’s masterpiece of animal mechan

ism, intoa vile, loathsome, stinking muss
of humanity.
Z
He has entered the brain,—the temple
of thought,~dethroned

reason,

and

made

it reel with folly.
;
¥ i
He has taken the beam of intelligence
from the eye and exchanged for -it the stu-

pid stare of idiocy and dullness.

\

He has taken the impress of cnnobled
manhood from off the face and left the

|

in

my

garden.

Well,

marks of sensuality and brutishness.

I brought

. Sweeps.

Brother

R.

isa

young

man,

who

me, and
He has

He has come to tell
converted.
desires to unite with the church.

made the usual

speech—how

got

‘Le

ligion,” what ‘‘the Lord has done

re-

for him,”

etc. He says he is very happy, very. Tt
seems too bad to puncture this case; but
perhaps we ought; for his very

soul’s sake.

I ask him why
he is happy? What makes
him happy 4
it that he has overcome
any evil habit? No. ‘ Is it that he has done
some good deed ? No. Is it that he has
changed his plans in life to unselfishness?
Has he learned any new truth? No, sir;
but God pardoned his sins and he felt so
wonderfully Tifted up. - He felt willing
the
Lord should do with him just as he chose;
and the Lord forgave fim. Well, then,
all the change isthis. You are sure that
your just
punishment will not be inflicted,
and you don't feel any terror as you think
of God.

Yes,

sir, that is about

it.

Peace

been

recently boen to a camp-meeting and

Well,

and Home.
———

i

War breaks up home and makes it desolate
; leaves a dark and bloody spot upon
many a threshold. Peace giveg room for its
enjoyments,its sanctitiesits, responsibilities.
Are those sanctities respected among us?
Are the responsibilities discharged? In large
measure,

yes.

The homes of our land, asa

rule, God be thanked, are pure homes,—
homes glorified by man’s labor, and fortified by woman's

honor.

Most of our homes

are the hearts 6f the land.
centers

of all

we

Springs and

can call prosperity, and

yet not all. In our hot, exci
city life,
not all. The bondsof home life there too
often are strangely
weakened, and every
day we are startled with some bloody tragedy, some terrible deed of revenge, revealing in its causes and details, a hideous mass
of profligacy, which shows us that this
sanctity 1s not regarded as it should be.

sir, thatis like eating a hearty meal off
The true life of home,—that is to be refrom an empty plate and rejoicing
because farded as the>wery heart of. the nation’s
the plate is so clean, Itisthe pleasure of ife. Without this we may gather in ¢¢ the
a convict ‘pardoned out of prison, Is the finest of the wheat,” but it is mixed
fellow changed in his purposes, so that he with the tares of sin. There may be peace
will not soon deserve to return ? See here, in, the land as a whole, but
there is no
brother, did you ever see flowers bearing peace where there is the death of affection,
trees; oris it invariably root first, then or the sacrifice of honor,
tree, then flower, and then fruit? You are
But let us end with our happiest thoughts
oing to have Christian: happiness so easy. of ‘these two kindred themes:
peace and
, tou must be willing to work as steadily home—Peace that lends to home its dearest
i ori » on as the g ool-voy does. You opportunities. Home, that gives to the

trines of physical geogr
they say, wag not written

hy, The Bible,
for scientific pur-

pike, and il therefore of no authority.
¢ pardon ; the Bible is authority

other, how: can I, Wk

loving,

knowledge-seeking

man,

“fail to

covery?

‘And were Ito suppress the emo-

tions with which such disepveries

ought

the

earth,

sea,

air and

water

Do

You

Know

In making payments. and ordering the | premiums, care should be taken to specify
just what is wanted, and to write the names
and orders plainly, so that there need be no
mistakes, misdirection, or losses by

a

OF course, no percentage

Do you know that
wonderful time?

you

are

B

graving,

just

beautiful

executed,

steel En-

entitled,

¢ The

Three Graces,” or,Faith, Hope, and Charity.

The regular price of the Star is $2.50; of
the

Magazine, $2.50;

of

the Engraving,

$5.00 ;—making a total of $10.00.
furnish the whole for $4.25;

8. New subscribers,

We will

or,

year, The

Mrs. R. Powell,

are

492 Atlantic

St.,

healed,

and

Brooklyn, N. Y.,

writes: “I have had the rheumatism for ten. years.
I have tried everything. The Centaur Liniment 1s
the only thing that does me good.”
' Mr. Chas. Hill, 616 Pine 8t., Philadelphia, wrifes:
“Phat two bottles of Centaur Liniment has cured a
most severe sprain of his ancle.”
i
. H. Martin, of 533 Seventh Avenue, N. Y., says:
“
Centaur Liniment has cured me of a terrible
rheumatism and can not be too
case of inflammato!
highly recommended.

59 BROADWAY, N. Y., Aug, 21st, 1872.
“All horse owners should have the Centaur Liniment.
We use it in our stables and find it the best
thing ever adopted.
H. MARSH,
¢
Supt. Adams Express Co. Stables,”
Such testimonials. fan_ha -ropaated indefinitely.
by all Druggists.

450

each

about

& CO, 53 Broadway, N.Y.

Church

Cushions.

We are now taking a specialty of “ CHHURCH
CUSHIONS

” stuffed with

PATENT ELASTIC SPONGE.
It is cheaper than Hair, and will hold its elasticity
double the length of time, and is proof against moths.
We can refer to more than one hundred churches
that are now using the
¢¢ Elastic Sponge Cushions,”
We invite investigation, and will be pleased to send
circular referring to churches that are using our
Cushions,

.

HALEY, MORSE & CO.,

lo in Mischief.”
what

At

411 WAS" INGTON ST. BOSTON,
Sole Agents for New En :land for the sale of PA
TENT
ELASTIC SPONU0.
© 2Tw25

HOW

To Speculate Successfully.
RANDAL
Bankers

and

H. FOOTE

Brokess,

70

& 00.,

Broadway,

Member of Stock Exchange

N.

Y.

and Gold Board.

.

REFERENCES.—Jay Cooke & Co., Mechanics Bank-

ing Association, or any Banking House or Commercial Agency in New York,
.
_N. B.—Pamphlet on “Wall Street and its Operations,” free on application
1v19

we thus offer

fory $3.60

would

cost

about $12.00 ; or,
‘4, New

subscribers, sending

$3.00, will

receive a copy of the Star for one year, and
a new and especially beautiful Chromo, 13
by 16 inches, entitled ‘¢ Little Students,
or, Home

Sunshine.”

This Chromo,

whidll

sew

more elasti

:
.

from

I

$100©

to

ces |
.
Walnut, nor $70 in highly po

can soon

but little over two years. It is recommended by the
best physicians, and does all that 18 claimed for it.

It

cures

COUGHS,

COLDS,

CROUP,

BROTCHITIS, ASTHMA, SPITTING OF
BLOOD, CONSUMPTION, AND ALL DISEASES OF THE THROAT AND LUNGS,

PRECIOUS WORDS!
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REAL ESTATE AND LOAN AGENTS.
we have

not lost a SINGLE DOLLAR, even in those cases
in which the buildings were consumed and the Fire

Insurance companies have failed.
NOW IS THE TIME TO INVEST
here, and to place on loan.
OFFICE AT PRESENT,

Life of Marks,

CHICAGO |
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tion of Jopular
with quality.

parlor

music

combining

quantity

Sacred Songs, Duets, Songs and Choruses,
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GEMS In every
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2.40
08
£0
04
36
04

9.600

dozen,

& Corinthians,
Lessons for every Sunday
the Year, (Ques. Book)
do
do
‘ do
Communionist,
0
Choralist,
do
;
Minutes-of General Con-

collec-

1.16
11.52.
1.26
12.5%"
93.
9.14
1.88
18.62
pL
12:92
28
2.88
a7
1.92 :

5s 731056

WonderfulWorks of Jesus,single,

Vol.2

Total.

16
1.92
16
1.96
08
96
28
8.26
20
240
04
48
02
28

single, 1.00
dozen,

do
do
Butler’s Commentary,
doVol. 1 TheGospels,

appropriate

press, containing a new

1.00
9.60
1.10
10.56
.8&
8.18
1.60
15.36
" 1.20
11.52
.25
2.40
.15
1.44

Storyoiiesus,( Ques. Boek) single,
.15
0
do
dozen, 1.44

SILVER SOUNDS.

It is just from the

aeTs

do

No parent or teacher can find a more
present than

Price. Postage.

dozen, 9.60
single,
dozen, 2.88
single,
.25
dozen, 240
single,
25

TheBook of Worship,

Musical

CHRISTMAS

dT

on the same -

gingle,1.00

do
do
Church Member’s Book,
do
do
do
Treatise,
do
Thoughts upon Thought,

166 LASALLE Street,

Books.

also Postage
;

GRAHAM, PERRY & (O.,

ABE

v

.

Psalmody,18mo.in Sheep, single,
do
do
dozen,
do Emboss’d Morocco,single,
do
0
0
ozen,
do
32mo.
single,
do
do
dozen,
Butlev’s Theology,
single,
“wo
do
ozen,
History,
single,
do
dozen,
Christian Baptism, Bound, single,
de
do
do - dezen,
do
do PaperCov.single,
do
do
do
ozen,

After the Chicago Fire.
on loan,

*

Instruments

Prices of Freewill Baptist

or all the time than atanything

else. Particulars free, Address G. Stinson & Co.; Portland, Maine.

Ofall the money we had placed

the. 3

Five and Six Octave Portable Melodeons are rented for $5 per quarter, and more than 3-5 of Rent goes
in payment for the Melodeon.
Organs rented at $10 per quarter, and 8-10 of Rent
h goes in payment for the Organ. I=&" Monthly payments are best every way.
46

work for usin their spare

the the EE

or

years, if well used,

20 perdar! Arents wanted! All clasess
of working peo«VV
ple, of eitlicr sex, young or old, make more money st

0

Jase

ent,pallowi
0

at which it as purchased, d educting n
from one to two dollars per Pug hy] the use, or he
will pay the same in money
for
first
and let you purchase the second elsewhere; he binds.
himselfto. purchasers upon this plan bya
ADVANTAGES —18t, the use of money is sav
md,
having learned to pa , the second mstrument iss
more safely handled.
, after learning the player
has & New Ougan or Piano with latest improvements,
instead of second-hand one, years behind the times..
PLEDGE.—If any instrument fails to give satisfac-tion after a few weeks’ use. Mr. Harmon will refund
the money and take the instrument; hence he is comTled to deal in none but the best instruments, and
e warrants every instrument that he sells, for ten

CEORGE MACLEAN. Publisher,
‘
3 SCHOQ
+
POSTON, MASS,

Ht

Naw Roriable»

thonMr, Ei. will take i

8 patfiod Su

Chicago, Bos-

6md0

can purchase ap. Barmutia
eon

ppp
a
er

Write for terms, &c.,\ree

1y17

S. Si,

tation, Voice Culture, Harmony and Composition in
Catalogue of New Sunday School Books just pubs
classes; a mine of treasures and resources exclulished by the Freewill Baptist Printing Establishsively for teachers and those who are preparing to ment. These Books are now ready for sale and de-teach.
Price $3 00.
.
livery.
Here are two delicate and refined Christmas PresPrize Series.
ents, issued in handseme style, and almost indispensable the one for a scholar or class the other for the
Andy Luttrell,
$130
Teacher. Published by
.
Shining Hours,
L50
Master and Pupil,
1566
JOHN CHURCH & CO.

1y45

CINCINNATI, So.

Wanted!
to work in our

May Bell,
Sabrina Hackett,

150
150

Aunt Mattie,
Light from the Cross,
Contradictions ; or, High Life in Edgerton,

150+
1.50.
1&0.

Rainy

Wages, from $6 to $15

STEEP

FALLS,

MAINE.

for

E

\

{|

|

NIA
AV

A

ur su

IN

|

___Lymoog

3

AN: IN GENESIS AND IN GEOLOGY:
or, the Biblical account of Man's Creation
tested by Scientific Theories of his Origin and Anti’
quity,
fa Joee n P THOMPSON,
D. D, LLD.
one vol., 12mo, Price, $1. Will be sent prepaid by
post, on receiptof price, by 1
*
H

+ R. BUPLINGAME,

CHRISTIAN
BAPTISW.
:
This little book has been revised by the author, hag
been clothed in an entirely new dress, and presents
a very comely appearance. It should be in every.
Baptist family. Let every pastor and church-member have a copy of this newly revised and useful
book. | Price, in cloth, only 25 cts.; in paper covers
16 cts.

Postage

latter, 2 cents.

extra;

on

the former, 4 ots., on the
-

J5

5.
J5.

:
Day

TB

Series.
125.

Starlight

125.
125:
126
Series.

Starlight Stories,

5 the most com-

nicest and most beautifully illustrated paper for

Ba

Sunny Skies,
t
Pompeii and Herculaneum,
Archibald Hamilton,

i

the wee ones you ever saw, and contains the sweetest
little lessons for them,
Adams, Blackmer, & Lyon Pub. Co,, Chicago.

Series.

?

Boy’s Heaven.
Bright
Bright Days,

BR

Pete periodical of its kind in the world ? Nothing could
more systematic, thoughtful, and beauntiful than the careful plans laid out for thorough Sunday
School instruction,
New and valuable ime
provements begin with December No.
Subscribe
now, and receive
Nov. and Dec, Nos. Free. Send
also for a specimen Lops of The Scholar, the
best and cheapost
azine for Jung people in
the country, and
The Little Folks,
just the

Child’s

Making Something,
Jamie and Jeannie,

e

Sunday Konool

<The
5
JI5
a5
a5

Good Little Mitty,

‘dreds, and will give $1,000
for a case it will not ben
efit. Indeed, 80 strong is my faith, I will send a sample free to any s
addressing me. Please show
this letter to any one suffering from these diseases.
j
thfully Yours,
450%
Dr. T.F. B
, 206 Broadway, New York.

\

Series.

Birthday Present,
New Year,
Fireside Angel,
Rainy Day at Home,
The Christ-Chlda,

Consumption and all
Disorders of the Throat and
Lungs; by its use in my
practice 1 have cured hun-

CRITI

Day

A Rainy Day at School,
*

To the Editor of The Morning Star,
ESTEEMED FRIEND: I have a positive Cure

It is pleasant to take and warranted to cure,
Send for circulars with testimonials, “*
Sold by all Druggists.

C. C. TOPLIFF, M. D., Proprietor.

pay for an instrument

yments cease

Mrs.

in the market

~~

Instraments

month

rR
Ly pd not or to ay for our Circulars
giving full description of the business, before engaging

850

of carative agents, though it has been

oth

farninished on ae:
Y
:

which will furnish a ¢c nance with
but little Capital to clear

E. R. "WINGATE & CO.,

REMEDY has

y

I
thi s Ni New4 tem, of of su suppl ja , pu rchasers have
not only saved Pthousands or Mollare, but have ob-

THEBESTTRAVELING BUSINESS

Machine Shop making Coats.

places it in the front rank

g

d wil
reck
ipso rent, subject
to the
itions-of q
re
If a person siarting on US plan of monthly Jag :
ments, finds it inconvenient
to
e out the monthly
| fall back upon the
payments "in. advance, they.
uarter,
and in this way save all,
hls of renting
ly: vents are paid strictly in
ey have
Thin ape not paid m ad- .
advance; but if q
vance , prepaid dey
HY
Ranta on the in-.

3

KExpe| per week. Good board near the s op. $250
rienced hands preferred. For fu rther particulars
address

This favorite Néew England LUNG

‘OCTAVE P:

&o., should be

Girls

gamed a reputation which

NEW 7.0C--

AGENTS and all Men WANTING

Wanted immediately, 30 GERLS

12 inches
prices,

beau

A book of Reference for methods

publish-

the regular

i belng

& GO Boston.Mose.Pitisvunyhe
Pa. Bay Ohlsogo
i

of form,

Chris-

square,entitled ‘‘Good Morning,” and “‘Car-

: 15.8,

/manner.
vir) warranted for five

ass.
1U., or St.Louis, Mo, :

{

J,1B. ROSE

:

burns

bites are

@d,—for one year, and two very choice and
exquisite Chromos,

If mon!

hoi will pay $75u0 fof any machine that

to them.

tian at Work,—one of the most vital and
practical monthly religious sheets

diem,

Every second stitch oan be cut, and still th 8
cloth can not.he pulled apart without tearing it.
We pay Agents
from $75 to $250 per month, and
$08,
Or ‘a commission, from Xhioh twice

Straightened were limbs by pein long bent,—
Cripples ran, and the lame on bended knee
ave thanks for the Centaur Liniment,
The Centaur Liniment is the greatest pahi-reliever A
the world has ever seen. Rheumatism, whether inflammatory, sciatie or nervous, is made to disappear.
stings

are

each

) than burs. Ts makes the © Elastic Lock Stitch »

Should know his all-healing power.

pain, wounds

-

:

PAYMENTS,

or, MY JOULY FRIEND'S SECRET
It is Dy pddathe most taking and saleable book 0
| the fie d. 1, Itis on a vitally important subject :@ .
1t is by America’s most popular writer on health. }
1t is, for the price, the largesgand handsomest boo
ever sold by ‘subscription.
Rts, the bee ley:
eager for such a book, and wi
you
ping

sending $3.60, will

receive the Star for oue

By

\su

OUR

to

'veight,)

:

Sm4l

AGENTS! QUIGK 5:

Magazine for one year,and
very

ost

stronger, more

Do you know that some one is following

a large, new,and

xy

:
:
(there js a
rus
greatest works

are cured without a scar, and
rendered harmless.

3

uprovnen , and b..
syare ¥ furnished
:

Other kinds of Reed Instru
terms.
ssid

York.

|

Swellings cease

(Not

PIANOS, Coit stat

wood.

ETCH

The blind could see,—

an

next
d upward.

very best in

Fea:

he waited.

ES,

{i

a

BL NarOpuodi' and inaied Bom ddShp asain
x Bo

A

;

Nor long

TAVE

ys;

thelr Instruments in the eatiost

$100 and

Fs § WANTED for Great Pires of History.

At midnight on his wooded hills,
The Centaur lay 4 sdtning of the hour,
#When mankind cured of
ing i

It furnishes the BEST Inst

in this way a

and

ina

your example?
:
Do you know that piety may unconsciously decline ?
Do you know that you need the prayer
meeting ?
Do you know ‘that the prayer meeting
needs you?

Was

rent for

life is in

living
4

;

Uni

ETE
$76 1 $250 per Faohth,ex,
payments
are mdae regularly tn advance: Wt
Sonia SRY ER bo a 7 JPY
ap

es

is allowed

part o

very
lowest prices
lt to pay for
manner possible

Oo.,

* New

we

Do you know that the worth of
the good we do?

creasing.

or

8. M.

seut
to any

ventedby Rev. My, Harmon {0 meets part of nie ex...

prow

the

“

It?

passing ?

being

penses while laboring in the
t
;
By extensive acquaintance, care an
business has become very extensive, and fad

Address

as

Do you know that the vows of God are
npon you?
;
;
Do you know that your life is rapidly

Rob

;

pleses of mechanism not made with hands, mending these offers.” The statement of
ut to which, nevertheless, certain offices them suffices. That the remittances and
have been assigned in the terrestrial economy. Itisg
and profitable to seek to orders should come in promptly and abunfind out these offices, and point them out dantly, is’ what may be expected as a matto our fellows. And when, after patient ter of course.
That our readers will
research, L am led to the discovery of any
promptly
‘take
pains
to show these offers
one of them, I feel, with the astromonrer of
old, as though I had *‘ thought one of God's to their friends, may be safely assumed.
thoughts,” and tremble.— Lieut. Maury.
But we shall seek to fill all orders with
despatch.
:
3

\ ..»

:

THE “LIGHT RUNNING”

to stir the soul, the waves would liftup no credit given when premiums are ordertheir voice, and the very stones of the
ed.
carth*would cry out against me.
As a student of physical geography, I
We need say nothing in the way of com-

regard

a

VE
WHO 18

mos méntioned'in connection with the Christian at Work, wish them mounted and ready
for framing, they will need to send 40 ots.
in addition to the sums specified above.

|-

a

the Chro-

Pht

4

g Rev.
L.
y Pastor of Pearl
Church, Portsmouth,

:

Should any persons, ordering

point out the beauty, and ‘rejoice in the dis- ‘mails,

Plats, Organs aul Melodeons

.

STANLI | $3.50 sr , oy ’ th
MASSES want,
Xet QUICK, There wil
be

tle Students,” &o.~N. B. ~Let-it be under-

‘pires with Dec, 81, 1872.

Tah

|

in one volume, with the RISTORY and RESULTS

I'| stood that this offer to old subscribers ex-

for ev-

PURCHASERSOF

for the
LIFE,
.

LIVINGSTONE,

the

has just been designed and executed at a
FISHERVILLE, N. H.
6md1
heavy expense, will be sent mounted and
@ root of "duty,
individual, that gives to thé nation; the
patient; stead
It opens to us the
A NEW QUESTION BOOK I
obediende to God's will y Hi the rw A assurances of truest peace. ‘‘ But peace,” ready for framing.
‘very
heart
of
what
is
pure, beautiful and
and tree of a strong life experience,
And some may say, ‘‘ ab, yes; but a peace that
out
of duty und study of God's will come is very
sad. The peace of some vanished suggestive in domestic life, and its merits The Latest and Best for Young People |
the blossoms of joy. Are you willing
to form and silent voice.”
True. This peace
- start? Not are you willing 16 come all
too falls cold and silent with the wintry grow upon one by study.
fledged Christian into the church, We air upon many a home, and side by side in
We shall not probably be able to hold
© talk the matter over, brush away a deal the
ws whence
the finest of ¢‘ the out these inducements for more than a lim- 4
Price 15 Cents,
;
of superstition, laugh at a vision or two of wheat has been gathered” there are furhis heated brain, encourage him to strive rows of another kind, marked by the pass- ited period. Hence the need ot sending the ) BY MARY LATHAM CLARK,
for the prize of a royal character in Jesus ing year,—the
furrows
of consecrated
Author of the Old, Old, Story and the Wonderful
orders and the money promptly.
the Wonderful, and he leaves me.
Works of Jesus, and intended to be used after them.
graves. But let us trust that even thus |
All orders promptly filled by :
. A book agent has come. He hag‘called .as there is not despair, but the peace of.a vigsf «
. ® epeoial favor, He has just what all ‘the ion seen through tears, of a light thatis
SoMerHING ELSE. To. all our present
D. LOTHROP & CO.?
leading clergymen.
subscribe for, Dr, —
beyond the cloud; and let us feel to-day,
and Dr, — 7 gn Iam nota leadin
Publishers of Religious and Sunday. School Books,
that with the general joy, we can mingle subscribers who, before Jan, 1, 1873, shall
clergyman, sir.”
“He was recommended
some grateful fees anc that there, is
to me as a man of culture.” “Great mis- much yet tobe thankful for. Pence and settle all arvearages;—if any exist,~renew 38 and 40 Cornhill, BOSTON, MASS.
. take, gir. My ‘cultive is ‘very limited.” the finest of the wheat,~how much of the
their subscriptions and forward us the payA GWEAT OFFER.— HOR ACE WATERS
* “But, sir, ever
p rominent divine in the natidnal life is involved in these! Let each
Broadway Now Forkwill dispose of ONE HUNDRED
city has sub—.’ Bo
; but I ani” not "at and all then say: ‘QO Great Free Land! ment for another year, we will send any us
PIANOS,
LODEONS and
ORGANSof six first-class
makers, including
Waters’s, at Extremely bow Prices for
all prominent. Bad, isn't it?” “Won't I Be thankful! In our city temples and
cash,
or
will
take
part
cash,
and
bal
n small
hy
look over the names? “Oh! dear, no. country churches;in countless homes; in one of the several smaller engravings men- installments, * New 7 octave first-class PIANOS
all modern Mprosementa, for $275 oash. Now ready a new kind
Pve Eo all those names and lots more in all the léngth and breadth of this our Zion,
of PARLOR ORGAN, the most beautiful style and perfect
the directories, Directories are dry read- ~from icy crests that sheathe the stubble tioned ghbove, which they may. select. and .| tone
ever made. Illustrated Catalogues mailed.- Sheet
Musie,
Books, and Sunday - school Music
ing.” ‘The author isa very celebrated fields, to verdant shores where winter nev- order. Or, if they prefer it, até such re- Books. Instruction
;
1y22
|

5,00
TS wanted AT ONCE
ONES? SUPE B id RELIABLE
ING ADVENTURES 0s
rant

and the two Chromos above ‘mentioned. Aohots, Fila dad
men
of science, |Or they may sérid-&s 60-cts. additional, and
1 hate been
bothin America and in ‘England, for quot‘ing the Bible in confirmation of the doo- we will send them the Chromo entitled *Lit-

excellent Home

has

and

we will send them Zhe Christian at. Work

The" Bible and Science.

He has btibed the tongue to utter madout one of my seedling doctrines, the very ness and sursing
He has turned
the lips to songs of ribald“Wide of my creed. Iheld it up in all its
Do vou know that you can slight the
;
sh, original glory, Rein
convincing ry and reveling.
He has taken cucning from the hands and Lord's supper ? #
and so charmingly full of clear common
Do yeu know that Christ enjoins secret
sense. “My dear,” says Mrs. G., “that turned them from ‘deeds. of usefulness to prayer?
:
become
instruments
of
brutality
and
mauris just what our ministerin Boston used to
Do you know that all your property beer.
say so often. Mr. T, used to just beat
He has broken the ties of friendship and longsto God?
that into ue.” The Dickens!
adam, 1
Do Li know that you forfeit your hope
don’t believe Dr. T. ever thought of such a planted the seeds of enmity.
He has made a kind, indulgent father a by indolence ?
thing. ‘But.then I will try again, and so
Do you know that your Sunday vacant
bring out the last thought of my life—the brute, a tyrant, a murderer.
He has transformed the loving mother seat looks bad ?
result of a vast amount of traveling about
Do you know that if backslidden, Jesus
among the plogies and the fogs.
“Oh! intoa very fiend of brutish incarnation.
He has made obedient and affectionate will forgive you?
Mr, P.,” she cries; *‘that is just what we
came to ten years ago. Isn't it, my dear? sons and daughters the breakers of hearts
You know "we didn’t suppose anybody and the destroyers of home.
The Richest Premiums Yet!
He has taken luxuries from off the table
would a,
with us at all; and so we just
and
compelled
men
tocry
on
account
of
SS
—
«
talked
over between ourselves.” Seo
.
4
We have offered rich premiums before
with every one of my hobbies and pets, famine and beg for bread.
He has stripped backs of their broadcloth
Somebody a thousand miles away bas oe
now (o our subscribers, and they have been
saying just such things this long while; and silk and clothed them with rags.
He
has
stolen
men’s
palaces
and
given
varied
and valuable as well as attractive.
. and these callers ave so delighted that I
think justas all their family
D. D’s. have them wretched hovels in exchange.
At
the
end of no little thought, inquiry and
He has taken away acres and given not
always thought. Heresy and orthodoxy,
planning,
we have decided to offer a new
* it is all the same. My pets are all grayHe has filled our streets and by-ways list, which we are sure must be set down
headed, with bag wigs and spectacles.
Will you believe it, the: next caller has| with violence and lawlessness.
He has complicated our laws and crowd- as both generous and choice. Look at what
a patent for making
soft soap without
x
;
grease
or lye. He furnishes an admirable ed our courts.
follows:
=~
~
He has filled to overflowing our penitensubstitute for the latter article. Only
1.
New
subscribers,
sending
$2.50,
will
fifteen dollars for a right to make a very tiaries and houses of correction.
He
has
peopled
with
his
multitude
our
receive
the
Star
for
one
year,
and
atopy
large—fool of yourself. Next enters a
very springy young man, to sell cathartic poor-filguses.
He has straightened us for room in our of any one of the fine, good-sized steel Enlozenges; a new and ‘most agreeable way
gravings which they may select from the
of counteracting the evils that arise from insane asylums,
He has filled our world with tears and following list: ¢¢ The Christ-Child,” ¢‘ The
the luxuries that burden ministers’ tables.
And “did I try the specimen lozenges he groans, with the poor and helpless, with
Heavens declare the Glory of God,” and
"left at’ the -door a week
previous?” Are wretchedness and want.
He has banished Christ from the heart ¢¢ Fairy Stories; or,
you, sir, the fellow who left that vile com;
pound here? My * housemaid handed me and erected a bell within,
2. New subscribers, sending $4.25, will
These are the counts of our Indictment.
what [ supposed to be candy.
I took it.
Let
the
world
judge
of
the
truth.
receive
the Star for one year, Arthur's very
1 had better bave swallowed five chimneybenas

Magazine

Heath ‘blessed thy children within thee.
in thy borders, and filléth Engraving entitled ‘‘ The Three Graces.”
He maketh
the wheat.”—~Chapin. Or they may send us $1.10 additional, and
thee with the finest of
oS
:

sustainin

of King Alchohol

toryof shame and

E

memory has no other dates but these
black milestones, Instead of commemorat-

all her iafelicities? Not a

bell rings,

a History.

3

He has taken the luster from
about which she wants her pas- .made
it dim and bloodshot.
tor's counsel. She has the curious habit
He bas taken beauty and

tons

from

year, foit" $1.75 additional, we will

send them Arthur's

And then three of my older lads
come in, cause the Bible was not written for history ?
like own brothers; to sit awhile; and be The Bible is‘true ; and science is true; and
sure we
pray
together;
as well as | iwhen your man of seience; with vain and
converse happily, and
prayers will be. hasty conceit, announces the discovery of
reement between them, rely upon it,
a di
a]
of the conversation. .
‘or his recake
it all in all, these pastoral visits. the fault is not with the witness
have quite enough of the Fweetoning. 1 | ords, but ‘with the “worm” who essays
to interpret evidence which he does not
think 1 can endure as much as one
:
and one life insurance agent, and. understand.
en I, a pioneer in owe departthent of
and cathartwo or three with patent soap
this beautiful science, discover the truths
tic lozenges every day.— se Png rey
of revelation and the truths of s¢iénce refleeting light one upon the other, and each

lel

whispers, “ Be

try
1

ihr

another

erything it touches. | What would you think
and little Herbert's voice is heard at -t
historian who should
refuse to con‘door. He bas a glass of jelly for his friend, | ofsultthethe~historical
records of the Bible beand wantsto know if 1 am Hight well yet.

Bea ap, fone one be gud clltL

amt Sm

iteful, because

be

my work and preaching.

He kindly trains us to endure,

And

having found themselves together,

one of them for all has written me a letter,

idle

i A itf

Three good house-

for

of subscription and payment

er kills, and from the Atlantic to the. Pacific \newal

written several famous works. Just what
ought to lie on" évery Christian's table.”

. The, Angel of Patience, =
To

has

He

of Philadelphia,”

M.,-

man—Dr.

J6,

Brother and Sister,
:
Miscellaneous.
Anecdotes of Animals,

iy

150

Bloomfield, ¢
Glencoe Parsonage.

150,
100

Strawberry Hill,
Overcoming,

150
135

Early Choice,

|

175

Perfect Man,
Willie Maitland,
Who is my Neighbor ?
Triumph over
Midian,
When we were Young,

100,
220 a
$b
SO
155

Sybil’s Way,

Rescued from Egypt,
Claudia,

.

11

=

f

0d

0.4

i

Child Life,
1'00hihi »
Any of which will be sent by mail, free of postage.

on receipt of the price.

Aehes

Li

Parties designmgto get new Sabbath) $éhool Lis
braries,or to replenish old oned; den send us their
orders which will be immediately filled with apr PWR

pnblications,or will be filled wifi the booksof jather . .

fo Sabha pshools,
, and will be furnished
publisxers
NOR BN
in Libraries,at whole
dnidlor
xbioil
L. R.

dL

RcOd Dlerv.
N.
Tad a

Life
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far away, and rejected

for publication

should be ad@tesged to thé Editor, and all letters on
business, remittances of money, &¢., should be ad-

. dressed hd Puplifher.

New Sibderibers.
'

offered for new subscribers to the Star.
We ask attention fo them. The time
during which these premiums were -offertheir

oyn

on the renewal

subscriptions for

has expired.

of

“another year,

Bat wishing to favor them

a8 largelyas possible, we now make the
following offer:
Any present subscriber, renewing his
own subseription for another year before

Apr. 1, and sending the name of one new
subscriber with the: money, shall ‘be en titled to any one of the smaller engravings
mentioned in the paragraph marked 1,—

Sending $1.75

additional; he shall be ‘en-

titled to the Home Magazine for one year,

snd

a copy of the large

engraving,

as

speci fied in paragraph marked 2.—Sending
$1.10 additional, he - shall be entitled to
the Christsanat Work for one year, and
the two chromos specified in paragraph 3,—
Sending 50 cts. additional, he shall be entitled to the chromo mentioned in paragraph 4. —TAKE NOTICE. In each case the
name of one new subscriber must be sent

along with the renewal:

And

this offer

extends only to Apr. 1, 1873.
miums mentioned on our third

The prepage are

offered to all these new subscribers as they

are to others.

;

oh
Sa
BEE,
A

a

year's record at bis feet with a penitent
trust, and take up the duties of the new

yeagwith a loving fidelity, both the tears
and the consecration will unite in making
1873 just what our wishes are craving,—
A Harpy NEW YEAR.

>

The New Volume.
——

We enter this week upon the forty-eighth
volume of the Star. There is need of but

few words in passing this noticeable point
in its career.
The general character and aim of. the paper are well known to its. readers. - These
will remain substantially as they have been.
The Star will still seek, chiefest of all, to
ministerto the religious life amd build up
into strength and symmetry the religious
character of its readers, In order ib do
this, it will endeavor to keep prominent the

great truths of the gospel, and exalt Christ
as the soul's Master and Saviour. It will

us at

who

this office, and

we

number

New

of them at-once.

Year.

“A Harry NEw YEAR.” We join in
sending this customary greeting to our
readers. It is not a mere formal compliment, starting from the throat, coming and
going with a single breath. We would
fill it with sincerity, throw over it a Christian meaning, and make it a warm bene‘|
diction out of the hedrt,
A happy new. year! May our readers
have the happiness which does not depend
upon outward abundance, which shadows
can not hide, which disasters can not de-

stroy, which survives earthly losses, which
sees no terror in| death, and which looks
upon the grave as the door through which
“itmay pass into the temple

of a

joy and an endless triumph.
happiness of a heart whose

complete

May it be the
penitence has

gained forgiveness ; whose trust is too deep

to be shaken ; whose ‘hope is anchored to
the eternal Rock ; whose peace is the calm
which follows Christ's “Be still;” whose
love purifies, and casts out fear; and fulfills
ibe law, and renders service a blessed . lib-

erty. - May it be a happiness that is full of
adoration toward God, and that scatters
sunshine on the way of every fellow traveler.

the useful arls; with

written.

The sad

if this is what

i S- encouraging

a large build our: city blocks,
And sos they are
forward to burn and plunder them.
They
The- secoond Genure is that to be intro- are certainly useful in many ways, and |
duced in the ample supply of news from our we get many good Citizens from among
western churches, through the establishment

them.

of a special agency for this purpose in €hi-

whys, and the most of them are not good
citizens at-all. There is something sentimentally beautiful in the idea of being an
asylum for all the ‘oppressed. But when

cago.

Rev.A,

H.

Huling,

our

Chicago

corrgspondent, will manage this agency,
with the aid of his pretty extended acquaintance in the West and of his practical knowlodeg of editorial service, His heart is in
the indertaking, and all our brethren are
desired

to confer freely with him,_gnd

the

vast

movements

to criminal weaknesses, follies and failures.
We need faith and zeal and prayer, for they
are vital .things; but we need knowledge
also, such as shall make faith rational and
solid, save our zeal from becoming a headlong impulse or a misguided energy, and
render prayer a real grasp on the arm of
God instead of a passionate outcry for that
which is never

promised

and

which would

only work mischief if it were to come. And
s0, for the sake of religion and the souls of
our readers, we shall still seek to make the
Star a source of light to those who welcome

What is written is

story of unfaithfultress,

the recording angel has

Still better, we may have the benefit of dha

Snr ily he Poko
may. have His gu

Abi AIP Whi 604 she oud heh
—

id

Nhs
A triumph to all who
ways and. Nbonits to him, and

ents, who will | write from Boston, New York,

i Fh

are

harmful

in

more

what are we

It might at least be

‘yell for the

look atthe case now

life and

en

rise.

in plowing under what was
the age before,

v

-

They keep coming, and that isn’t the
worst of it. They stay. From almost every
country in ‘the old world there is weekly
pouring in upon us a host of poverty-strick-

public to

aNd then, justto ob-

lanterns; and the owner of such « lantern.

Tat
11l~—~Prayer:

earnest devotion.

in Egypt in olden time;

was

joy
For 8

eral

the worst of old fiddles, and every family

has at least ove of those.
tion.

what

is still worse,

lessly swindled, and sent

they

by

base

on fools® érrands.
Suppressing for the “time the

over their cruel treatment,
Take

these

no-

the

are the

rascals

indignation

can anybody

Italians,

for

instance.

Left in a large city with no means of subsistence, what can they possibly become
but outcasts and criminals? A large proportion of the murders, assaults and thefts
in our large cities are committed by foreigners. And it is mostly by foreigners
who are brought here as these Italians

have been, ignorant, shiftless, and expecting to be ableto sumjpdn
gold eagles
to their hands whenever‘they want them,
But they find life to be a reality here, as it
is over the ocean, and there is often no
way to prevent their becoming Seperate
criminals.
Byt worse than that, there is good. reason to believe that the Italian government
has lately been sending its bona fide crim-

den ground.

all at
it

of forbid-

What New York was a long

time preparing to do, Boston
at once, and

without

the

essays

to do

slightest

intima-

tion that anything of the kind was contemplated.
Does this indicate that the ballot is, really
losing its purity, and that the corruption
which has settled upon/it in. other cities is

spreading itself?

"Phere

is

evidently

a

failure somewhere. Partisanship runs so
high in many places that the political relations of the poll-officers pretty certainly in-

dicate which party will win the day.

There

is too little encouragement for honest
to vote, especially when the

ballots

men
are

to

be counted in the interest of a party.

But it wasu’t alone the wreng Mayor
that the Bostonians

elected.

true of several Aldermen

which shows that the

pretty widely.

The

and

same

is

Councilmen,

e:il.extended

itself

It is rawirally noticed more”

coming from the Modern Athens,’ than it
would have been from any other quarter.
And perhaps it is due to the very fact of ils
being in Boston that there has been a_deinals to this country, as the easiest way of termined and apparently successful effort to
disposing of ‘them. ‘We receive them, but correct the first result. Let us hope that
the oto
Yale nla wemust the example may not be without its effect,
'T | and that though Boston has once smitten
|]
the American ideal in a tender place, we
'| may not be called upon to *'bleed for it” in
crime, and we all ny a right to cry the future,
out against that,
_—
tee
of course, any fault-finding with the
presence of these foreigners among us
The” Week of Prayer.

implies our unwillingness to have them
here. ' And they can only be prevented

from coming ‘by ‘sore sort of legislation, |
Biit'We are aware’ of the difficulties in the’

The officers of the different branches of
the fvangelical Alliance have issued their
‘annual programme of topics for the Week
of Prayer, extending from January 5, 1873,
to the 12h, The following are the subjects
selected :
SUNDAY, JAN. ‘5—Sermons. = Sub
The foundation, security, and universale
tension of the Christian Church.
Moxpay, 6—Peévout ‘acknowledgment:
Remembrance ot God's ‘mercies to the
tion, to families, and to the churches;

naprov-

idential and spiritual blessings to ourselves ;
confession of sin.

TusspAY,

7—Prayer:

For

Christian

churches:” their increase in love, activity,
fidelity
to the truth, and the clearer manifestation of their. unity in the faith ; for ministers, missionaries, and evan,

elists.

WEDNESDAY, 8—Prayer:
For families:
for sons and daughters of Christian parents ;
for a blessing on home influence, ad on
the services and ordinances of * the
Church
of God”;

for

schools, colleges,

aud univer-

enough ? We have
kept’ open doors, and
sities ; for
obfidren at sea or in foreign
sung songs of ‘weleone, ‘and’ almost em- lands;
for Voce men in business and
them.

One may

are'mearly” over run by noes and tribulation.

say that they

can work

Vick's Fromar Curomos.

Ward

Beecher.

.

gave the last lecture

of the

Thoughit was

a stormy

evening,

fame,

THURSDAY, 9—Prayer: For nations; . for

and all in authority ; for the -mainteOur regular letters from England, the Con- ‘on’ our railroads, So they can afterwards kings,
nanoe of peace ; for the increase of righteoustinent of Europe, and India, will still appear, tie sleepers. to the track to wreck the trains, ness; for the spread of religious liberty, for
and they are likely to be. even better than ; Or, they are highly useful in helping to the growth of sound knowledge for con-

Mr. James

Vick, of Rochester, N. Y., whose Floral
Guide was lately mentioned, and whose
business in. the sale of flower and garden
seeds has made his name a househol? word

over a large part of the country, has seyeral (Floral Chremos that are most mag.
nificbutly got up, and which he furnishes t¢
his customers on exceptionally generous
terms. We have received a copy of that

and made up my mind to wade
| prepared
pr
for the Spring of 1872. It embraces

through snow-drifts, if necessary, in order
to. gratify myself.

A

good many

others

had arrived at the same ‘conclusion, as we

such decitful practices in the

sweeps herxn to the very worst

of which may be meantime considerably enlarged, if its friends woik for it.

earnest

I was anxious to hear him because of his

Now this, for a city where most of the
wise men and about all the wise women
live, is deplorable. Boston has generally

flood of eorruption that

is the

.

18th.

on the day of election, and drank it,

once, with such a

is being

month of January, engraving and all, and
be sent proraptly to its subscribers, the list

Lyceum course at Music Hall, Boston, Dec.

Mayor

come,

chiefly. want>d

Beecher

to show that the voting and counting in
Ward Two was decidedly Sixth-Wardish.
| There were found to be returned about five
hundred more votes than there ought to
have ‘been,
and
there
were
also
found
to be
more ,names
checked
on the list than there were votes on
hand. For they save their votes in Boston,
instead of destroying them on election day.
There was also found in the box a package
of votes that had evidently been put in fresh
from the printer, without going through the
formality of a distribution in the usual way.
Which showed a reckless tampering with the
ballot-box, as though there had been a subsequent effort to conceal the fraud of election day. Itis also well known that the
Second-Ward officers bad liquor by them

citizens

rent

ance of its first number, for two or three
weeks, in consequence of a failure to get
the engraved likeness of Mr, Bates ready at
an earlier day, 1t will appear. during the

—

on a recount by the common-school mrethod,
and
thg.result is just reachéd. No official
repor ¢by the Committee has been made at

But here

is

Henry

But some of the other Athenians insisted

past.

fi rear -

es as wise a settlement as can be lgoed

The fact that so: many

a

by a considerable plurality.

beenabove

country

ists,

some are allopathists, ing

fore him,

many as 8 or 9 to every 10, instéad of the
Gaston

in.our own

diffused. Doctors do not agree. Their dis
putes are settled more and more by the
average public sentiment, and that, aide.

will not be in ‘vain that his people wait be-

ed out. Perhaps we would better say he was
out-counted, for they adopted a new system
in that Ward on election day, carrying as
usual 1, and so making Mr.

even

medical schools—some are

heart and the penitent and trustful looking
up for God's gracious blessing, and then it

most of the unterrified dwell, he was count-

tell what need we Americans have of any
more of these poor ‘and ' ignorant foreigners?

and

where

What

They are objects | this time of writing, but enough is known

of pity, aside from being decidedly unwelcome, at this season and in their condiBut

made,

gard Two,

schools,

ly every village graduates

take an interest in the observance of this
special season of prayer, even if their peculiar condition and wants are such as to
suggest
a variation from the rogramme.

the people’s choice. He had evidently received a plurality of. the legal votes, and
had received congratulations accordingly.
from

But now

which all real Christianscan unite in seék- | ~=will be necessarily delayed in the appear

no palpablé reason why Mr. Pierce was not

those

allowed to wse it.

Look at the dootors. You

ing, and which, because they are real Ohristians, they long to see accomplished.
We trust our dhurches gunerally may

less.
It was suspected at the time that Boston
had cleeted the wrong Mayor. There. was

tably

alone

It was like a dark

ab present.~We have no pi
Christians are joining’ in the service,on both "striking words oly
theology.
M. L. Hom
‘sides of the ocean, stimulates fervor and
adds to faith. The definite topics suggest"A Darr. ‘We are requested to state thy
ed prevent spivitual dissipation wud aimless- The Bates Student, —the
to. be
ness. The objects mentioned are just those publishe by, the students of Bates: College,
d

one feel almost frietid-

But when the returns were

a

how different! Education is not confined;
; for missionary, tract, and other is not limited, has no prerogative, and
lon: societies ; for the raising up and. learning is becoming universal. This is
ng forth of more *‘labovers into) His seen especially. in the. sehools—
the :profesharvest and for the
he romoval of hudson:
siomt] schools. Every profession “has sevces
e spreadof
ospel,

that God will not let any right service fall eral other cities that might be named.
But
fruitless to the ground, and enough alsoto that it should be Baston,-mwe were hardly
believe that our readers will find and welfor. that.
come and appropriate whatever in our labor
We could get over the fire. we oat” Tet
for their sake is adapted to do them good. alone that other affliction that is upon the
We crave charity and prayer; we promise;
city. But to see this chief
of cities march
an honest and earnest effort to make the up in broad daylight and there at ‘the polls
opening volame of the Star a little better outrage the dearest right of the American

\ Our Poor Visitors.

by

is hardly

od for the increase of that kingdom Phish
$8 “‘righteousness,
e, an
in the

NCS Ta; Botton!

"| people,—it makes

performed

there

‘mation in Europe that is not almest swamped in debt created by the preceding administration. for war purposes. = Ninety per
cert. is now spent to éarry on war. Hardly*
ten per cent. is spent for peace. Learning
used to be ‘confined to the few. It was so

we enter resolutely and

than any which has gone before it.

To-day

in national judgments; and for the removal
of intemperance, immorality, and the sins
that are ‘‘a reproach to "DY people.”
Jeo
Fripay, 10—Prayer:
For mankind; for
the circulation of the Holy Seriptures, aud
the spread of pure literature; for the overthrow of all forms of tyranny and oppression ; for the removal of every form of Antichrist ; for all prisoners and . captives;
Holy Ghost.”
hii

others who will help to keep our readers braced the human offscourings of foreign fessions ; for servants; and for all in i
centers of American

tentment, concord; and good willsamong all

classes; for the discernment: ‘of, God's band

aah
serve whither our habi of indiscriminate| conversion of the world. snp
SuNDAY,
12+~Sermons:
‘‘Let
the
ywhole
hopefully upon the work of the opening vol- welcome |is carrying us, \ ©
earth be filled with His glory, Amen: and
Amen,”
ume. We trust that work may never be wantingin high motives and a true Christian spirit,
The value of this season of prayer, as it
lias been observed for some (yeéurs' past, is
even when it lacks the wisdom, the strength
——
strongly testified to by’ great duiabers of
and the skill which are so needful, but. which | 1f it had been New York, it would have
may often fail to answer the voice that calls passed asa matter of course. Likewise if churches and individual Christians,
for them. ‘We have faith enough tobe sure it had been New Orleans, or'any one of sev- season is helpful to profitable thought ie
and helpers as these,

+ | apprised of what is passing at the great countries vill’ we

i

wih,

they

the thing becomes a Riigapee,

aid

way of any legislative action. ' To be sure,
been forced to put down, stands as a part
. | we have a right to return any -crimina] that
ofthe testimony which shail be brought
‘may be sent here, and at the expense of
forward when the final verdict is to be plan with a broad SL
—
lend “its the party csénding him, when it canbe
.made up over our life. It is a time for voiee to those who devise liberal things, It shown that he bdlongs to that class. But
“faithful review, for honest dealing with the will have a true regard for the interests of to legislate to prevent poor and ignorant
heart, for a resolute facing of the question, every section. Reporters will ‘be employed foreigners from coming, simply
on account
—In what moral plight does the'soul stand to furnish items of church news wherever of their ignorance and poverty, would in"before God?
-| our standard is unfurled, And thus’ we volve many difficulties. - It would of course
It is a time also for looking into the hope to make the paper a welcome guest doom them to a hopeless lot, and deprive
fatare. Though in some sense that ‘fatare and an almost indispensable companionto us of many Who would’ bddié most’ hon“is hidden, yet we need not go into it blind all frue lovers of the denomination, wher- orable Gitizens. ‘As the case stands, howand headlong. We may carry a right pur- ever they may be found.
ever, we are weekly receiving shiploads of
pose. We may have definite aims. We
Two features seem to call for specific the worst parties” that could be brought
* may borrow light from experience. We mention. - The first is the extended ‘and among us. Any fault-finding in this matmay so walk as to avoid repeating the old
varied ‘correspondence now. provided for, ter is, besides, inconsistent with one of the
stumbling and falls, We may reach sucrand of whose ihterest and value much might principles andesiFipg our, free Republic.
cess ‘to-morrow bykeeping clear of the false be said. Desides the regular: correspond- But hasn’t the Princip
en tested about

methods which cheated us of it yesterday.

But

to do then ?
-We no not know that Congress can do
anything forus in this matter. But ‘here
is an excellent opportunity to agitate the
question, and we
it will not be. lost.

both him and themselves in the good work:
His address is 478 West Jackson St., Cbicago, Ill.
:
:
i
With such purposes and plans and facilities

that bear forward the life of great nations, objects of a most heartless swindle. They
and the humbler but not less needful efforts were induced to emigrate by means of
that carry light into dark places and lift up circulars giving glowing descriptions of the
the poor and lowly to larger hopes and a positions and wages that could be obtainbetter lot; with the great schemes of Chris- ed in America, which were distributed by
tian evangelization that seek to put a vital agents of emigrant companies throughout
Christianity in the place of old and effete the hamlets and villages in the interior
faiths, and the every-day fidelity of the of Italy. They paid their passage-fare,
average Christian who aims to help a per- frequently by mortgages on their farms,
‘sonal friend or acquaintance find the way with the understanding that the money
8 hould be refunded within twelve ‘months,
to Christ and his salvation.
There is need of dealing with this broad with the addition of fifteen per cent. interfield of life. For all these are vital things. est. Many of them purchased tickets for
They must touch and affect us for good or South American ports; but these tickets
were taken from
them before reaching
evil. To interpret them aright and use them
Havre,
and
those
for
New York substiin the true way is most important to our
tuted,
the
emigrants
not
being able to dewelfare and essential to our highest usefuitect
the
swindle.
And
for more than a
ness.
And because of this, we can not inweek
after
their
arrival
in New York,
‘nocently leave them unstudied nor uncared
for. They are lessons .set. by the Great they could hardly. be persuaded that they
Teacher ; and to be heedless in their presence were not in the ports to which they had
is to scorn our duty, and give ourselves over purchased tickets. They have heen heart-

We reach a point where it is natural to its ministry, so that .they may more easily
look backward as well as forward. The “find the way which leads at length to the
ended year has a significant record. - Every land of which the Lord God is the everlasting light, and which needs no aid from the
vear has such a record, and the meaning
grows deeper continually. For life gains shining of star or sun.
steadily in volunwe. The human race inBut, besides this general service, we shall
creases in power.
New forces are called geek to make the Star a special help to the
into play. The brain develops fresh energy. denominational life. Never forgetting that
Invention adds to its achievements. The it should be a religious and family newspamasses ascend. The feeble become strong- per, we shall take care to remember that it
er.
The people rise into might. Souls is to be the special exponent of the F. Baplong stagnant throb with life. And never tist faith and polity. \ We do not intend that
before was the very air so full of quick and it shall be “less Christian when we express
energetic forces as it is to-day. And so the the hope that it will be really and emphatilast year’s record carries a breadth and a cally denominational.
While ; possessing
depth of meaning greater than any prede- the qualities that make it welcome to true
cessor.
Christians of every name, it will combine
It has meaning foreach of us. Characthose peculiar elements that render it a
ter has been maturing. Habits have grown
messenger of good tidings and a giver of
toward fixedness. Opportunities that will the best possible suggestions and stimulauts
never return haye come and gone, Some to F. Baptists. . It will plead for the docnew pages in our moral history have been trines and the polity which distinguish us
filled up and sealed, so that no line may as a Peatie; whenever this seems needful.

‘be erased or changed.

heretofore, whidh
hope.

point out the special perils from which we
need to find a way of eseape, urge the special duties which come up from time to time
to claim attention, and set forth the special en wretches, for whom we have no use,
privileges and OppOTiitics which Provi- and, ‘we had almost said, who are of no
dence may offer.
1 seek to show how use anywhere.
religion fits into 4 in the actual world
. The latest arrival is that of a thousand
whereon ‘we dwell. It will not overlook or two of Italians at New York.
They
any important sphere where “its readers come utterly destitute, Many of them are
largely tarry and toil, and where, with definot adequately clad, and there is not one
nite intention or without it, the process of
of them who is suitably equipped to meet
building up character and gathering togetha friendless winter in a strange city. They
er results is ever surely going forward.
do not know our language. They have no
And so it will deal with experience and conduct; with the church and the home; with trade apparently, except to perform on

scientific inquiry and the advancement in

to write

The

pa

till the

vited

from a good

RE

claims

are disposed to undertake special 1service
as agents to procure subscribers, are in-

Our ministers and others

will endeavor to make such arrangements
with them as shall encourage them to
take hold of this work. “We hope to hear

ie

his

thought of him stirs our fear, and tried to
get on without him only to find ourselves
plagued and baffled and beaten back, is
not this the time to go to him like the prod-igalto his father; and live and walk and
work henceforth in the sunshine of his
presence and in the strength which comes

the Sunday school and the week-day sehool;
with books and society; with the questions
that pertain to the state and the principles
that underlie labor; with the progress of

N. B.

Se

fur

of his ingpixatiéh ? If we thus lay the old

:

On our third page. will be found a statement in which several choice premiums are

* ed to old subscribers,

and joy aid triumph and redemption,

nishes a reason for our glad confidence and
our unswerving fidelity. If until now we
have left him unsought till he has seemed

1, 1873.

GEORGE T. DAY, Editor.
G. F. MOSHER, Asst Editor.
_aa~All communications designed

who, in bringing so many, souls, quite as
weak and as sorély beset as ours, to rest

found when we got there.

Every

the floor was occupied—seats

seat on

in the balco-

some 40 varieties of flowers. Itisa rich
and beautiful thing, furnishing an oruament forany wall, that commands
and admiration.

notice

nies were almost all occupied—and on the | UNFORTUNATELY BLoCKADED.
Our Chistage there were only a few unoccupied. cago letter, meant for the present issue, was
Some men near me were standing. They detained by the snow blockade,
so that it
had evidently come through difficulties, failed to reach us in time for use this week.
drawn, some doubtless by curiosity, others Bun® will keep safely for seven days longby the promised intellectual treat, to hear. er, as good things generally will. It will
They were well paid for the pains taken— have a place a week hence.
at least, we felt so.
The lecturer has been claimed as a Universalist, or a Unitarian,

er a Free thinker.

1f he has such ideas, his subject was well
calculated to develop them—being the Unconscious Influence of Democracy.
De
Tocqueville,more than forty years ago, said
we were tending
towards
democracy,
though he for himself preferred to havea
monarchy, or at least an aristocratical form

Denominational News and Notes

Young Men for the Ministry.—An appeal.
There is in the denomination a very considerable number of young men, varying

in age, say from eighteen to twenty-five,
of government, and warned crowned Leads | who are more or less convicted of a duty
to . prepare for the change.
Every ten 4 to engage in the Christian ministry.

years gince this tendency has been observed.
It is to go on yet, reaching from the bottom
clear
to the top of society, changing old

habits and old beliefs.

It is to be an in-

fluence dominant in society. Society is a
great organization, and, being an organization of living persons, is subject to change.
But jt was not his purpose to foretell what
effect on society this great movement would
have—it was not any part ef his object to
forecast the future. There are plenty of
men who have theories and they talk glibly
about them — society-builders are of all
men the most likely to be deceived. Their
theories and sentiments have sometimes
been abandoned as soon as born, others
have been still-born, and others not born at

Among these a goodly number are now, at

one stage and another, prosecuting a suitable course of study preparatory to iti” Oth-

ers are lingering on farms, in shops, or in
offices as clerks, &c.
Of this latter class perhaps “there are
none who do not feel, in some measure,
the importance of a
her degree of
literary and theological knowledge, as aids
tothe highest usefulness in this ealling.
Some of them, we fear, will give it up, and

try some other calling, because the
does not seem to be opened for them

way
to ac-

quire the requisite education. Others,—and
this is but a
plate,—will
only to.store
grets over a

little less painful to contementer the ministry as they are,
up for themselves lifelong recourse so palpably and glar-

all. Nothing is so unprofitable as for a
man to predict what final forms society ingly presumptuous. Others still have it
will take on in the future. No man can in contemplation to attend school at some
foresee the fixed path. It does not belong time, but they do not know when,or where,
to him to do that. How much more natur- or how they shall succeed in acquiring an
al was the course of the old Hebrew proph- education on so slender means as are at
ets. In the old prophecies, there are no ‘their disposal.

plans, no ruts for seciety to walk in, no

© Let them settle one thing in the outset,

philgsophical

viz., that they may just as confidently rely
on the divine help and blessing in their
endeavors to prepare to preach the gospel,
as in preaching it after prepared. Of this
we have not a shadow of doubt. Instances
of unexpected relief and encouragement
have fallen under our observation in the
case of Students, more nearly approximat-

theories,

but

running

all

tog

them you will find is an anticipat a glory to be revealed—of a light
in the future, and they spent their strength

on that and not on the details.

Those old

prophets saw the glory of the latter day,
and predicted that sorrow should cease and
joy should prevail ; but they never pretended to tell in what way—they never said
whether it would be under a monarchy, or
a republic, or an aristocracy,
This democratical tendency

may

served ‘in the estimation of men,

be

ob-

of pa-

tions, of communities above that of indi.
dduals. It was thought no longer ago
than the last great political campaign that
some men could carry whole eéommunities

ingto miracle, than in any other: It is a
most common remark of pious students,
“Affairs have turned out better with us than
we expected”.. Faith is a good thing here,
and the spirit ‘of “final perseverance”
equally so,
Means suffigient. to carry one through
one term ard ehdugh to start with. “Some

with them, sych was their influence, The
result proved thet they did not hold com-

make a great snd sad mistake in the corse
of study they prescribe for themselves,
Doubting their ability to pursue a full

munities

course, either English

in their bands.

Iu olden

time

schools were founded and professorships
endowed by governments. If the Univer.

sity of Paris should be deprived

Public sentiment is to bev edu-

cated, is to grow, to develop. It is mot
made by one individual, however learned

that individual may be.

the community ;. and

or Classical,

they

The rule is,~Begin at

the beginning, and strike manfully

to-day of end.

its income, as by. the burning up of the
stores: from which its income came, it
might fly for aid to Napoleon, or some one
who held his place. But when Harvard
is deprived of its income, its appeal is to |

the people.

elect'a partial one.

‘for the

If perchance, by reason of failure of
health. or’of means, one is obliged to ‘cut
short the course, he will be nearly

or quite

as well off as though he made a selection
of studies, striking in at the middle, or.
commencing at the end of the course,
some do, and working backwards !

as

This rule finds abundant confirmation in

1t'is the sense of the fact, that in our Theological School,

if that eommunity

is

during

its past history, we

can

cite ten’

enlightened, then you would expect the

who have extended the course they had pre-

public

seribed to themselves upon entering, to one

sentiment

to be enlightened

also.

Educate, elevate the maeses,
That and who has from any or all hindering’ causes,
thut alone will prevent eruption and reyolu- been compelled to out it short.
~*~
tion by creating a public sentiment out of
And then, the schoolgawait their coming.
which will come the power to think, to Of these, we have now in New England a
judge and to administer. ‘We 'have a com- full complement. - ‘And these schools have
mon people, & commonwealth, and by these a special claim on the young men of the
means we are working towards that change denomination.
Every’ Additional student
in which one age is not spending its ener- helps more than any amount of money he
. gies to undo whut has been done by thie is, or probably will be, able to give. Our
predecessors. One age has been occupied schools have cost something, I have, in
Sed

*

x

for their establishment or support.
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I much prefer di five to any other,”
answered Nina as she entered the ‘ West
chamber,” and glosgd the door behind

her.

She stepped lightly across the carpet,

part-

ed the erimson

curtains, and,

look at the Christmas-tree.
ee.

Far back in the realm of the ages,
‘When the stars of the morning sung,
‘We are told in the lore of the sages,
"That this grey old earth was young i—
"That it sprang
from the womb of chaos
At the fiat of its God,
And the glowing depth of azure

whieh would brighten with joy when
saw the tree, and

“Wag the shining path it trod ;

And the air was hushed and still,

But through those dreary chambers

There rang afmighty word,

noticed, and stoodby her side.
* Indeed, Ido like them,”

was

her

im-

pulsive reply, and looking up trustfully in
her grandma's face she continued: * I

3

en

could look like that.

How

old were

when that was painted ?"

you

‘“ Only sixteen, and my brother here was

twenty-five.

It piled the furrows high.

They

were

both

taken in

one summer. Park was nine years older
han I;” said Mrs. Grey, glancing at the
picture of a fine looking young man, which
hung beside her own.
rs
‘* Why Grandma! yon were just my age,
and such a perfect fairy, too. I think
though you might possibly have had a will
of your own, if 1 were to judge by the
small mouth, the thin lipsso closely compressed, and the sparkling fire of those
dark eyes, so different from the mild glow
they have now.
* * Your brother has a remarkable face,
though quite different from yours. There
seems the purity of beaven in those large
browneyes. Tell me about him, please.
What was he like
hk
¢‘ Like no one else in the wide world;
he seemed in truth a part of heaven,”. was

The mountam and the valley
Lay in their quiet sleep,

*Tll the
gun lappedup the waters
From thg hollows of the deep;
- And the
breathed in its gladness,
From off the swelling strand,

* And scattered the generous showers
Athwart the thirsty land.

Then the seeds of new-born beauty
‘Were scattered far and near,

And the spring grows soft and radiant,
And the summer flowers appear ;

The autumn, ripe and golden,

Lays smiling on the plain,
And the hilltops and the forests
Join in the glad acclaim.
And out of the realm of ages,

And over the shadows of night,
There springeth a new creation,

There blossoms a world of light ;
And every spring hath a music,

the reply.

And every summer a bloom,

Then,

as though speaking

one long lost, Mrs. Grey exclaimed,
Park, my brother; what would my

That laughs at the boast of winter,
Aiid scatters a sweet perfume,

‘| have been without your love.

to
0
life

Thank God.

You saved me on that Christmas night so
long ago!”
‘“ What is it, Grandma? Tell me all

Then what if the springtime linger?

Or, what if the night be long?
And what if the muttering earthquake
. Bethe chorus of my song?

about it. Come, sit here in the arm chair,
while I sit at your feet and listen,” pleaded

I know that the morning cometh,

I know there’s a realm of bliss;
And a life of peace and beauty

Nina in her earnest way.
Mrs. Grey sat down;

Shall blossom out of this.

Nina,

Farewell Hymn.

T ought not

to

then she

keep

said:

you.

I will

rest here, while you go down to the parlors. They are waiting for yoi there.”

CLASS,

Ry

*¢ I don’t care,” said Nina; *“ I like to be

ie

waited for. But they don’t need me at all.
Every one of them is just as happy as they

‘Wild the midnight winds were blowing
O’er the waves of Galilee,

‘When across its waters going,

can be.

Jesus trod the angry sea,
To the band that, spent with rowing,

uncle Park.

T want to rest; and I want to hear

about that Christmas,

Toiled in vain aud wearily. J

and

about

you

and

Did you live here then?”

« *“Yes,” said Mrs. Grey. “I was born
hiere.. My first recollections are of playing
with Park in the orchard. There were no
other children in the family, and we were
hunored in a way that would have spoiled
any ordinary children; but while I grew
willful and wayward, Park became thought-

From the bark that safe upbore him,
Forth stepped Peter on the wave,
Felt the billows dashing o’er him,
Sinking, cried, * O Master, save |”

Lo! the Saviour stood before him,—
Hushed in awe are wind and wave.
So to-day our good ship leaving,
Forth we step, with feet untried,

ful, studious and

happiness.

On life’s sea with billows heaving ;
“<But seross the restless tide ~~

ever

I admired

mindful

of

these

others’

qualities

him, but did not strive to be like

in

him.

At

1 could

not

‘When our feet sink neath the sea;
Wide we sever, guide us ever,

:

-Lead us all at last to Thee!

Ww.

Family Circle,
Slowly the shadows of a Christmas even-

ing were gathering around the home of the

Greys ;—that home where parents, children
and grandchildren, had met from year to
year to celebrate the return of Christmas,
time-hon-

same roof. Still it was an elegant mansion,
and the hand which repaired had been stu-

diously careful bt to mar the quaint,

old-

fashioned beauty of roof and room. This dayshad been anticipated with unus-

who had

‘married and settled in Florida, and had not
been with them at Christmas time for

eighteen

years,—was now in the old home,

with her husband and daughter.

The

lat-

uncles and aunts, or to
to

the

lively

I

en-

even more pleased with

my. improvement

than I had anticipated.

Day

day

he

would ask me to sing and play for him,

or

to read with him.

after

Ob, what happy days

see the clonds: that were coming up to
darken our pleasure. I kvew that Park
was very pale, that he ate little, and that

he had a’slight-cough; but 1 thought that

rest from hard study would foon make him
well. His cough grew worse, and our
cousin Hamlin, who was a Doctor of cul-

tivated talent, told him on the

day

after

remained

in

this

eold climate

another

weeks Nina had been the life of the
and it was her hands prepared the
mas-tree, whose beauties were to be
behind the crimson curtains, in the

but

our

parents

joined Hamlin in his entreaties, and ere the

holidays were over he had bid us a long
A* good-bye” and was gone.

southern

grace.

For

house,
Christhidden
recess

of the large ** West chamber? until nine
o'clock of the present évening.,

tried to

cheer

me,

yet

often,

amid

brightest pleasures, the tears would come
to my eyes wheu I thought that Park might
not liv€' to come back. Day and night I
thought of his parting words, TI could not
bid him good-bye in. the presence of our

Park

take one more peepat the Christmas-tree,

Tn pass.

placing one hand on my forehéad, he said,

Jjoyeus-welcomes, when Nina stole away to

ing through the upper hall she met Winnie,
the house maid, who remarked that she
““had been up 0 look to’ the fire. For,”
said she, ‘* Mrs. Grey is very particular to
have a bright fire in the old-fashioned fire-

placeon such evenings as this, add one
needs
to look often
to the safety of the carpets. I thinkan airtight would be much

“ Good bye, Luella. May God bless
and keep you.”
Ob, how could I ever have forgotten
for one moment? I" thought I could:

you,
'
that
sot,

and I know that my life was better and
truer for his words, until the next summer,
when
[ met Allen Maynard,
He was

0!OF

ration, and I loved his devotion ‘to
‘.

“We invited fewer guests than usual that

in Eph. 4:2, where

Christmas, for my brother was still absent.

one

That evening my cousins said 1 had ‘never
been so gay, so perfectly fascinating. Even

Aan an

Ei

hearth was still bright, and

showe

had taken these two Scripture

to live with

my brother’s picture. I went to the
pressed my face against those silent,
like lips, and stepped back to I
the eyes once more, There seemed
gf living love there. A love that
would never be

false,

would

I

sobbed,

brother.

‘O Park,

on

ions wherever

noise.

you

go.

your companThey

make

They cost nothing to keep.

can do no harm,—but they
deal of good.

may

Oh, if these two

no

They

do a great
bears were

only allowed to come into every house,
and dwell there, how much trouble and
sorrow it would prevent, and how much
good it would do.—Children’s Friend.

Your

sister will henceforth be as true to .you as

you can be to
knees I lifted
prayer my lips
though I was, I
Strength was
how often my

there. = Let them stay

go to school,—make them

own

I will not thus desert you.

with you!

home

the chamber where you sleep,—and in the
play-room. Take them with you when you

picture,
heaven
full in
a light
I kiew

My

her.” And falling on my
up the first real, soul-felt
had ever uttered. Sinner
did not look to God in vain.
given me.
I remembered
brother had said, ‘Now

Sand-Heap at Apple Nook.

Winkie and Bertie had a city

It would be so much better for you.’

home,

but

1 re-- in one corner of its small yard stood two
solved to do this at oncg,and calling mother friendly apple-trees, which
made a nice
I unburdened my whole heart, not keeping
shade for ‘the little boys in warm days.
back anything.
She did not upbraid me,
When Bertie was about two and Winkie
but clasping me close to her bosom, she four
years old, their mamma said to their
said, ‘My poor, poor child. T will do all
papa one day, “I think our boys must have
I can to make your life happy.’
a sand-heap to play in.”
“I never saw Allen Maynard again. In a
Winkie was delighted, for he had seen
few days he disappeared, taking with him
a girl a little younger, than myself. I was one at his little cousin’s; and, when the
joiners were making a peu for it under the
thankful, tearfully,
prayerfully thankful
apple-trees, he watched them with great
that it was not my name which was mingled

interest, and told them to “be sure and
make it big enough.” Then the old sand-

In one year that

improved

in health.

my

Winkie

took

his

wheelbarrow

and

helped wheel it into the pen from the street.

Then when the pen was nearly full, his
young friend Freddie Wilder, little Bertie
and himself,

all

went

to work

with

shovels, digging for dear life.
First they made

their

deep caves or dens; by

covering their feet with the sand, and

It was

mother’s request that no one, not even

then

had eome to such a great wrong, and so I animals had to be brought out to live in the

know there is much

more

of

heaven

much less of earth about you

than

would shine out there for an

soldiers’ graves;”

and

soldier's

ly ?..1 replied, ‘If there is,[ hive to thank
“Ning, “Nina

Washburn!

Where

ringing up

the

graves,

are

ed for you everywhere save. in, the cellar,

Nina, who felt in her

distributed

for

heaxts,

that

the maiden who would not confide in her
mother was not in the path of safety.

§

Two
i

—

together.

They

were

people in

the whole village in which they lived.
They wouldnt bear the least thing from
each ‘other. Tike a dog and cat, there was

snarling,

und growling,

and

quarreling between them. But all at once
it was observed by some of the ‘neighbors
that
a great change had passed over them,
They didn’t quarrel any more.
No harsh,

cross words passed

between
were

piness.

them.

observed

Into be

Of course, this exei ed a good deal

of surprise in the neighborhood.
body was

I

wondering what

with

flowers,

and

with tin pans and

a

new

piano,

he

exclaimed,

‘Oh,

their

>

said to be the most quarrelsome

a constint

them

manima would do, I can not tell.—Nursery.

I remember reading, not long ago, about
a man and his wife who were known to

live very unhappily

They made nice little.

fellows would do without it, or what

Bears,

strife, became the home of peace and hap-

of admi-

me,

The

a real

goodie ! then we ean have the old one int the
sand-heap!”
In pleasant weather, from
seven in the morning until nearly seven at
night, the little feet and hands are busy in
that wonderful sand-heap. What the little

a lesson as to

hea

covered

several

cook says, *‘O Mrs! look in the sand-heap.
These young rogues. earry everything out
there!”
Bertie asked his mamma very
soberly, a few days ago, if he could not
haye héf sewing.machine in the sand-heap,
as he heard her say it was out of order;
and when he heard his sister expressa wish

in the “West chamber,” but to no other did
that Christmas bring) such

cap on.

two,

now for two years.
When spoo
. knives
n,
| and forks, pans
and kettles are Jost, the

There were many gJad hearts and bright
were

buried

or

The sand-heap has been ‘‘an institution” |

and finally concluded you must be in the
chimney with Santa Claus. Can't she come,
Grandma ?
“Yes, go Nina ;” said Mrs. Grey pleasantly.
:
ih
faces when . the presents

they

made most doleful music
spoons from the pantry.

stairway.

Then her cousin Walter opened the door
exclaiming, ‘Found at last; we had look-

so

hour

dolls,—one of them a boy-doll with

former-

my Father in heaven,and my brother Park.’ ”

you?” came

had

to old Mr, and Mrs, Snarling.

Every.
happened

[gives us something more solid;if less attractive,

in their place, It is the fruitof large research
and much patient study, and its general and in-

Useful Little Rocking-Chair.
|

“Well,” said a straight-backed, straightlegged chair to a cozy rocking chair, by

whose side it chanced to be placed, “before

Lwould be such a drudge as you are! People are not content with. making you nurse
every person, be they big or little ; but you
must also be contivually rocking them to
and fro.”
“To be sure,” answered the little rocking

chair, pleasantly, “I am always busy, and
on the go, for the gratification of others;
but thereby have I won myself many friends,
and appear to be a great favorite with all.
This well repays me for my trouble.”

| 80 it is with persons ; those who cheerfu-

ly and willinglydo for others, are the ones
who gain for: themselves njany friends,—
The Guiding Star,
|
\
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wor of ihdione and

\glish Liersturd

Griggs & Co.
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12mo. pp.
is a branchof business that

UC.

blihing booksly develo and systematized
ain Wei or
Tu hewn entero sony
op equal’prominence and credit. Taking

Pu
| 18 yet to bee

ON ;

wrt t

this
volume
as a specimen of what
is doing and to be
Sutiearven Basten may well begin to look after
her lagrels,
Mechanically considered, it is one

oo

‘which would be anywhere noticeable,
Ml ‘Wants that are, ly and richly beautiful without a hintIt ofissolthe
not met el
re, and most admirably reach- showy and feretricious..
Looking it overis a
fog the end which the authors
had fu view,
‘quiet luxury, ‘The contents are in keeping with
‘work on

purpose, intended to

Art EducationIs more than sat:
isfactory,~it is a splendid embodiment of the
principles which underlie and -énter futo all real
art, whether inthe

domainof imagination

the receptacle.

The author chooses a familiar

and

®sthetics or in the realm where utility is gener-

ally supposed to be sovereign; and then, by the
aid of plain speech, forcible considerations, sim-

ple rules, common examples’ and familiar illustrations, everything fs mde practical and
brought to the levelof ordinary thought. Asa
somewhat indirect but forcible argtrment for art
ition,
as a clear exposition
of “what is meant
by
term,as an exhibition
of what ought to

men ean hardly
tail to profit in many ways by a

be attempted
and can reallybe done, and as an

unexaggerated statement of the need and advan.

thorough reading and a frequent reference to the
;
book.

work deserves nothing but hearty praise.
ws,
‘Who could fail to be interestedin the notable

THE WORLDmun of Leopold

tagesof such culturein American training,
the

incidents, charicters and
life of Boston? No true A
if they were imperfectly

fr
a. ta

Vary,

in the eartier
, surely. Even

. Translated from the Gerfer, author of the ** The

Soy bretw

% Co.

by E. J. Lane

portrayed
by the narra.

tor and the artist, they would almost @mpe)
silent

and

grateful - attention

in view

of their

signficance and associations. But when sucha
man as Mr. Drake, equally distinguished for capacity, skill and enthusiasm, becomes the story

teller, and summons the careful

n

en

Same

F.0.

Ten,” ete.

C.

With

riley.

Same Pubs

Publishers,

&e.

1

16mo.

By

Women,”

pp.

By Busan Cooear’s Bargain.”
yard. ne

,&e. 1878. 1Gmo. pp. M4.

VERY

YOUNG

J.

Same

MERICANS. By Laura W. Ledlishers, &e. 1878. 16mo. pp.

*

THE TALL STUDENT.
Charles 'T. Brooks.
1873. 16mo.
Most of the books

and that object is

From
Same

the German. By
Publishers, &c.

whose

titles

ar:

thus

given are, in a very proper sense of the word,
Holiddy volumes.
They are marked by a great
variety of character and by vast differences in

thoroughly realized. It shows a wide reading,
it supplies an immense amount of just-such in-

man

times

WHAT, KaTY Dib. A Noy:
“Hides author of * The
w
Yio I asteations by Addie

the first page to the last. Aud thatis
just what
we bave in this volume. Bostonians will turn
its leaves with pride, and hosts of people in
in every state from Maine to Califormia will pore
over its pages with quiet but intense satisfaction.
The Dictionary of Noted names of Fiction is a
new edition of a work
some years since.

as every literary

** Ten

Louisa M. Alcott, authorof “

Se

what challenges attention awd yields prfit and
adds pleasure at every step of progress, from

formation

of

lishers, &e.
18mo. pp. 394.
AUNT Jo's SORAMBAG.
Shawl-Straps.

aid at every step, we can expect
than a volume crowded
tike a res! mu

and woman

point of merit,—The

wants always at band, and it will pay for itself
many times over every month by the time and
Tabor it will save and the gratification it will
yield. We have longed for just such a work an
hundred times. It would take tem times its cost

World-Priest will

need no

commendation

to

The Layman’s
brief
poems,

Breviary. This is a series of
dealing often and vigorously

those

who

are

familiar with

with high. and sacred themes, not unfre quently
touching the most significant experiences of life

to buy it out of our library,if we could not readily replace it.
.

both inward and outward, and

TREASURE

Now ud then one finds some theology that may
easilybe quarveled with, but in the main, the

TROVE.

Eytinge,

Jr."

With

Boston:

J.

Lllustrations,

R.

by

Osgood

&

1878. 16mo. pp. 45.
A very neat little holiday volume, got

the very taskefyl

S.

Co.

thoughtful

The
high

poem needs
mechanical

Mr. Eytinge

no praise, and one is
excellences when this

imprint appears on a holiday book.

A RUSSIAN'JOURNEY.
With

Same

rs,

&e.

1873. 16mo, pp. 321.
All the praise given to this charming book of
travels, when the first plain edition appeared,

was richly deserved.

It reappears

beauty.

There

UNDER" THE

mation of style, a skill in mixing up the actual
and the fabulous thut is rare to find,and an open-

ing up of the supposed possibilities in the way of
scientific achievement that is alike suggestive
It will chain young

readers to its

the power

to do, and

even its seeming exaggerations and absurdities
will yield much knowledge and stimalate to most
profitable inquiry. Few more taking books have
lately put in an appearance,
:

THE POETICAL WORKS OF JOHN
WHITTIER.
Household edition,

GREENLEAF
Same Pub-

Aishérs, &e, 1873. 12mo, pp. 895.
:
Into a single volume of convenient size, mod-

erate price, good mechanical
execution, and
having a very fair, open letterpress, the publishers have compressed
all the poems of our purehearted, sweet-voijed, morally earnest and he-

roic Quaker

0 say more were needless

and impertinent

It is a very small

draft on the

purchaser’s pocket and a most grateful and fruit-

ful visitation upon his heart which this volume
makes. * It oughtto pile the Publishers desks
with orders for months to come.

His LEVEL BEST,and Other Stories, By Edward E. Hale, Same Publishers, &c. 1878.
12mo.

pp. 203.

i

The firstof these stories has figured on the Ly-

ceum lectarer’s platform, the others bave graced

the pages of several

periodicals..

name is a guarantee of rare and

The

author's

peculiar

exeel-

lences, which none of our readers need hesitate
in accepting. Mr. Hale is no copyist, no doubts

ful

sensationalist,

no

prosy

moralizer.

He

is

calm, thoughtful, often quaint, robust, always

fympathetic, outspoken and wholesomely stimulating. These stories illustrate that statement,
and justify the use of ull these adjectives,

MARJORIE’S

QUEST.

By Jeanie 'T', Gould, aut

of
of * A Chaplet of Leaves.” -With astr
ay
* by_Augustus Hoppin.
Same Publis
,
&e.
1878. 12mo. pp.
36 .
:
Tn,

‘A story that ministers largely, surely and
at
once to the taste for what is bigh, pure, beauti
ful and good, filling the heart with an apprec
iative charity, pro:
ng’ to noble ‘endeavor,

tenching us to put

the highest

honor

upon the

simple virtues, and showing how the truest and
sublimest heroism may he married to ordinary
life. Tt will naturally enough suggest Dickens's
Christmas Carol or Mrs,

Whitney’s pest products,

though the authdr has’ an individuality so mdrk-

ed thut she iy in no danger of losing her identity.

MYTHS AND MYTH-MAKERS : Old Tales and Su. berstitions
.

oo dan

in ¢ preted hy Comparative Mythol
ho

and

gl

Fisk:
: A,
LL, B., Asst
Lecturer on Philosophy ub Har-

A

BN
+

new here, but they are gemuinely good, fresh,
Juicy and stimulating, and while they are sure to
please, they can hardly fail to Jift and ennoble.

and unique as anything previously issued with
her name on the title-page. One may bave read
the narratives and notes of forty tourists over the
same field, but be can not afford to neglect this

guished for boldness of imagination, amplitude
of seientific knowledge, an almost dramatic ani-

pages as few bookshave

contents and of their own reputation.
7 Mr. Hale's Christmas Stories
are not generally

pany with two female friend
is just
s as vivacious

SEA.
Trauslated from the Kremeh of Jules
Verne.
Same Publishers, &e. 1878. Crown
octavo. pp, 301.
4
It is hard to describe such a book as this in a
brief paragraph.
Suffice it to say now, thatvits
mechanical attractions are many and obvious
and that in its contents, it 1s about equally distin-

and startling.

and the Publishers
have given the volume a
mechanical and artistic attraction, worthy of its

way for it

is no

LEAGUES

find himself

Nobody expects from Miss Alcott anything but
books of the raciest qualities and the choicest fla-

to escape popularity.

TWENTY ' THOUSAND

reader will

here im true

holiday costume, paper, pictures and all. And
$0 the inside excellence is now admirably set off

by the outside

devout

formed with conscientious eare and real skill,

¢

By Edus Dean Proctor. |
Publishe

Illustrations.

and

in a mood too sympathetic and grateful for keen
and hostile criticism. It is a choice book for
quiet hours and meditative
and reverent souls.
The translator's work has evidently been per-

up in

sustains his well-won reputation as master of the

pencil.
sure of

voicing the deep-

est longings and highest aspirations of the heart.

style that usually marks the il-

lustrated gift-books of this House.

“| man came three times with Toad
of sand:
s 1 |~
and

ed, Sue

Its title-page unfolds its ob)

“How shall we amuse the little boys today?” was the daily question at Apple
Nook.

Luella, I wish you would confide in mother.

with his as hers was.

|

By Samuel Adu 8 Druke, . Fro

EERE

bears home

in the nursery,—in the dining-room,—in

never, never

Park!

below,

)

‘Here are three books

How I wish you would

Yes, and keep them

deceive me, and clasping my hands together

them.

all take the two bears

the

full

are,

:

oy

inel

- The simple meaning of it was, Mr. and
Mrs. Sparling had become Christinns,
and

that

The fire on

‘ Forbearing

Their names

and away she went home.

the house was still as death. I wished to
wear
a new India shawl which had been
given me from the Christmas tree, and
to getit.

it says,

in love.'

‘“ Well, P'm sure !” said Miss Inquisitive,

Most of our guests left just after

up here

another

Bear and Forbear.”

wy father complimented me on my unusual
joyousness. But 1 was not happy. It was
all excitement ; and I did not dare stop to

came

read about the other

And we

burdens,”

vy

INL

Sy

of, for I'm sure I don’t recollect ‘em.”

*“ We read about one ‘of them in Gal. 6:
2, where it says, ‘Bear ye one another's

A

BOSTON,

fusely

“Yes; but there are two other bears
mentioned in Scripture.”
‘Pray tell me where.they are spoken

“4

retired, so

list of products catalogued

Lane & Co,

4

dead long ago.”

where we were to be married, and leave

The others had

whose, resolution into vapor is ruther painful
even when needful, makes ‘myths of some personages that have figured prominently in popular histories and college orations, butit generally

worthy of the Holidays or of any other season.

.

°

“It's true, though.”

less. As it was, with ® freckles madness

midnight.

seem

We are forced to defer extended no-

pretty choice

“I mean two Scripture bears.”
“Two, Scripture bears! why, you puzzle me¢ more and fiore.”

for which I' could never a
, I promised to leave-my home with him at one
o'clock on the next Christmas night. He
was to wait for me in the orchard, then
take me, in his: own carriage, -to Boston,

think.

books would

words, a general idea of what fs before us and
awaiting their attention.
On the whole, it is a

“But ‘what in nature do you mean

would not believe him otherwise. Never
until he asked me to leave home and country for him,
and consent fo a secret mar-

for England.

when not quite satisfactory in its conclusions and
statements, always worthy of attention and suggesting'that dissent be discreet and modest,
It
pricks several very attractive literary bubbles

tices for the sake of Ygiving our: readers, in a few

her hands
tive, liftin
g in. astonishment, =~
“Yes, two bears; and I'm very glad
¢
they came into our house.”

shudder

gentle and kind to each other, and
their home, from being a scene of (constant

wealthy,

words

i

|
LOSE

It makes me

nowto think how madly I turned away from

stead of this, they

fashionaole, and I thought then
better ; though the great fire does light up he was very
the portraits on the wall splendidly, and it certainly was, handsome y=—fagcinating he
and thought I joved him!
gives the dark osk trimmings a wonderful I did love his finely I chosen

=~

here in our village.

pile of new
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pp. 251..%

12mo.

Publishers, &c. 1878.

ART “EDUCATION, Scholastic and Industrial, direct teaching is even more valuable
said Mrs, Snarling; * the change, I assure | By Walter Smith,
than that
;
iy
Education
|.of Art,and | Which is formally drawn out.
in the city Sih. P ormal
you, has been
a very happy one to us, It
state director of Art
Education,
busetts,
\
has been brought about by two bears.”
With [Mustrations. Boston: James R.
GETTING ON IN THE WORLD; or, Hints of Suc& Co. 1872, octavo. pp, 898, Sold by
“Two bears!” exclaimed Miss InquisiJ.
cess 1 Life,
illism
ews, LL. D,

often met higr and accepted him’ as my
escort in the various drives, beat-rides and
mountain. walks ‘which were so common

the

followed me, and talked to me of life and
its duties, and of our Saviour’s
love to us,
asno one else could have talked.. Then

cheery look.”

tractive.

society, they “warned me against trusting come in and ask you what it is which has
him as a friend, baying that he was an un- produced this change ?”
:
principled young man, spending much of
* I am glad to see you, Miss Inquisitive,”
his time at the card-table and billiard
saloon, I did not heed their warning, but

The

Same

A book full of suggestiveness and interest, and

formidable if the contents were not so truly at-

it's owing to; so T thought I. would just

Our house was full of company, and all

guests, so I went alone to my room,

Most of the guests had arrived, and the
parlors were ringing with happy voices and

and make sure that all was right.

generous.

A

yard University,

The appearance of our table just now indicates
that the Publishers have been enterprising and

said:, “Mrs, Snarling, everybody in the
village is talking about the * wonderful
change which has come over you and your
husband. But nobody seems to know what

and then hang their heads and die. One
day they thought they would play “trim

In history, poetry and music

seemed unwilling to go,

have Jong, pleasant talks with her grandma

beauty, a marvél of safitly

and

deavored to de my best, that ¥ might please Isaiah, and it seemed to me that the calm
him. "Tn this T was pot disappointed, for joy of Christ's own peace had come into my
when he graduated and came home he was heart as I read, he said, ‘Luella, do you

Christmas that nothing could save himif he

cousins, to ride or walk with the older ones,
Grey, who seemed,

theéir house,

dens. Sometimes Freddie's sister Emma
would play with them ; and then they would
make gardens with nice paths and flower
beds. Dandelions and other wild flowers

ter, Nina Washburn, was a young lady of month, and urged him to go to Florida at
sixteen, ready alike to romp with her little once, saying he would accompany him. Park
to read with her

to

was silent in regard to that. Park could
not help seeing the great change that had
come over me. One day when I had been
reading ‘to him from the prophecies of

the most reckless indifference.

“held * ‘neath that those were; and in my happiness I did not

Grey,

a visit

my father or Park, should know how near 1

not bear the slightest restraint from my
parents, and often treated their wishes with

home.

BY MARILLA.

pleasure, for Elsie

paid

drawing them out-carefully, leaving a deep
hole. Then, of course, their Noak's-ark

more pains to inteMst myself in learning,
that I might surprise him when he came

at Christmas Night.

udl

she

my

turned, much

** While Park was at college I did take

ored festivities had been

Sought

I trust you are not in others, for I would

that I might he at the head of the class.”

In thine arms of love enfold us
When earth’s friendships cease to be :—

sjxtymof these

noticed that Mr. Maynard often

“I am afraid that is what I study for,” interrupted Nina.
* Well, it you are like me 1m this respect

bear to see the look of sadness. that came
over Park’s handsome face when my lessons were unlearned. At school I studied

By Thy might, O Lord, uphold us

than

all to my mother I might have been saved
much of the sorrow and humiliation that
followed, but in the pride of my heart I
thought myself capable of choosing my
own pathway in life. When
parents

ed and forsaken.
‘“The remainder of that winter I went in
society less than usual, and applie® myself diligently to study, and to making my
pareuts happy. I was well rewarded by
seeing their quiet enjoyment of the change
in me.
3
i
“When the spring’ came my brother re-

| home 1 studied only becanse

‘Walks the Saviour, still receiving,
Saving those for whom he died.

until more

whom we may call Miss Inquisitive, felt
that she couldn’t stand itany longer. So

441 don’t remember reading in Scripture
riage, had he shown one wish to have me of ‘any
two bears, except those that ute up
Had he the wicked children, who mocked the
don’t know how 1 ‘could do otherwise, ‘deceive my parents for his saké.
though I can hardly imagine how you ever been less artful I might have trusted him prophet Elisha, and they must have been

« And it plowed
the earth and sky,
And over the dismal waters

"

better than

Had I confided

“ Do you like those pictures ? asked a the true affection of my parents for the prepleasant voice ; and Nina knew that her tended love of such a man. In my presgrandmother had entered the room un- ence he seemed a perfect gentleman, and 1

"Twas the mes of the earthquake,

A GRADUATING

by

in the eyes, always so beautiful.

Oh, the measure of those years,—
‘When the depth of depths resounded
‘With the music of the spheres!

SUNG-BY

their présents

the firelight there was a peculiar attraction

Oh, the gloom of that mystic darkness,

“=~

received

they

had often noticed them before, but seen

That the morning never painted
The purple-tinted hill ;
There the sunny spring came never
Or the antumn’s golden prime,
But the cold and rayless winter
‘Was the pendulum of time.

| waters

the

frougils graceful branches,
she turned away
quite content, thinking she would return to
the parlors. Passing through the chamber,
her attention was arrested by two portraits
hanging = nearly opposite the fire. Nina

That the night slept on the waters,

And the

a ‘long

glowing light of the great wood fire, it was
very beautiful. - Nina thought’so, and” remembering tht "there were many eyes

BY J. W. BARKER.
——

took

Lit up by

and when he said he loved me

all others, I believed him.

Literary Review,

At last, ah old lady in the neighborhood,

had not learned the world’s lesson of deceit,

vors.

This

story.

storyof her foreign

travel, in com-

He

will find nothing repeated either in 3
1tis a new vein thatis here ~
worked, and the products are all singularly
fresh. It is a rare literary bundle which these
substance or form.

shawl-straps enclose,
What Katy Did is a simple story,but the method of telling it is Susan Coolidge’s own, and she

nrakes it exceptionally charming both to the little
people and all their larger relatives,
;
Very

Young

Americans is

a keen

but genial

piece of satire, done in story and cut, aod it

most

amusingly

and effectively

* takes off” the

prevalent follies that make fashionable life pitiable, and that put heartless artifices and crude au-

dacities in the place of ingenuous and teachahle
modesty,

The Tall Student Is a-poor, weak, chafly thing,
every gy, lacking quite as much in the humor
which it tries

so hard to affect

as

which it deliberately discards.

in the dignity

MIDDLEMARCH : A Stady of Provincial Life.
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edition.
1873.

Eliot:
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12mo.
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In two vols, Vol, IL. Library

York:
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DOMBEY AND.SON.

Harper

By Charles

&

Brothers.

Dickens.

With

filty-two illustrations by W. L. Sheppard.
Same Publishers, &ec, 1878. octavo. DD. 355.
THE STRANGE ADVENTURES OF A PHAETON. A
Novel. By William Black, author of ‘* The
Monarehi of Mineiug-Lane,? ete. Same Publishers. 1873. octavo. paper. pp. 216.
We bail with eminent satisfaction the comple-

tion of this last work of

George Eliot.

It is ev--

ery way worthy of her great genius, ler varied

ability, her masterly power over herself and her

readers; and of the reputation and place she has
won as (he first of living writers of fiction, She has
done nothing superior to this, and praise ean not
well go beyond that. ‘We ean not now deal with
it In the way of specific characterization or criti-

cism.

We can only emphatically commend.—

The addition to Harper's splendid and cheap
Household edition of Dickens’s Works fs sure of

a right glad welcome, whish it so tichly deserves.

—No. 887 of Harper’s Libraryof Select Novels is

above the average in quality, as the author's

name would of itself assure us,

J

Tir LILLINGSTONE 8 OF LILLINGSTONE. By
Emma
June Worbaide,
Illustrated,
New
York: Dodd & Mead. A872
12iti0. pp. 428.
Sold by D. Lothrop & (fo.
]
"
MARGARET,
By C. C. Fraser-Tytler, author of
‘ Jusmine
Leigh.”
1872, 12mo, pp. 863.

These

reprints

Same

from English

ublishers,

&e.

books are good

specimens of their class. Written with a high
aim, out of an ample knowledge-of life, having
no luck of hterary skill, and abounding with evi-

J

dences of true social, moral and religious sympathy with the world of youthful readers, they
can hardly fail to prove eutertaining, abundant

in wholesome stimulus to mind and heart, and
| Jift Iifo to higher levels, if their lessons
comed and applied.
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Christian
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Charley

fluences

adorned her
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home
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always

for the saints,

she

was

’ | fever,
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Neal,

died

e train was around
impending danger, and
the curve and into the tunnel before the fire

friends an untarnished reputation,baving always
lived above reproach.
Jeayes to mourn,
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Dover, N. H.
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sale this whole Edition will soon be on
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to agents who sell 100 or more. Or
ders ae solicited.
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OLIVER DAY died of t:
monia and
erysipelugat orth Vernon,I
ov. 26, aged 63
years, He
been a member
of the F'. B. church
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town of Holguin on. the 19th,

each body holding regular sessions.
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Oregon farmers are plowing.

River, drowning Mrs. C, ¥. Adams,an occupant

Mink raising is a new Wisconsin industry.
Cattle are fattened on sugar in California.

Mr, James Millmore, a brother of Martin
JMtilimore, the sculptor, and an honored member

various

points

A Pittsburg paper wants
ument to Horaee Greeley,
out type, which newspaper
the country can contribute,

4 granite base.

one print-

Many

home

to Christmas.

Pitts-

of these ,were

Government concerning the establishment

of a

per month.

essary he will place Phil. Sheridan at Salt Lake
with 10,000 troops,
without war.
‘A special

from

upwards of sixty

and

will

Wabash,

enforce
X

the

Indiana,

says

locomotives

were

laws
that

frozen

up

and out of water between Huntingdon and Peru,
Indiana, on the Toledo, Wabash and Western
Railroad, for nearly forty-eight hours.
Cattle,

hogs and sheep were frozen to death.

were no fatal cases of freezing

among

There

the

em-

ployes, though many had limbs badly frozen.
A test case snow
A colered woman

on in a St.

Louis

court.

undertook to enter a “ ladies’

car” on the Iron Mountain road of Missouri, and
was refused admission by the brakeman.
She
then sat on the step and waited for the conduclor to come.
He ordered her into another car,
and when she refused to stir he put her upon

‘terra firma. She now sues for damage, but. the

riilroad men say they have the right to designate the cars andqgeats which each passenger
shall occupy.

The

recent rains

have

extended

throughout

the State of California, reaching the dryest portions and giving the farmers hopesof heavy crops
next year.
The weather is still stormy.

During a service in a Baptist church at Williamsport, Pen., Christmas, the floor gave way
and fourteen
persons were killed -and forty
wounded.
At Philadelphia the roof of a foundry
was crushed in by the snow, and four men were
injured.
The
State police visited
seven gambling
places in Boston on Christmas day, and captared
- seventy-nine men, and furniture and implements

valued at $5000.

The terrible storm of Thursday caused an
ful Toss of life and. valuable property at sea. m+
The
ship Peruvian, Captain Vannah, cargo and ves-

b ~~

sel owned by W. F. Weld & Co. of Boston, was
lost with all on board near Chatham, causing a
loss of thirty fives and $1,000,000. The barque
Kodosh, Captain J. A. Matthews, cargo and ves-

sel owned by W. E. Perkins & Co., and valued

at $250,000, went ashore at Point Alderton and:
proves atotal loss. The captain and eight sailors were drowned by the, swamping of a boat.
Many other-disasters of minor importance, unattended with loss of life, are reported.

One hundred and sixty-seven
ton last week, 63 of small pox.

deaths

in

Bos-

y The resignation of Indian Commissioner Walk)
er has been accepted. -

The committee to solicit aid for sufferers by
the fire has completed ity work.
The treasurer

”

has received $330,000.:

Fires are reported this Monday

morning

at

Adrian, Mich., loss $75,000; Springfield, Ky.,
$30,000; Abington, Ill., $15,000; and in several
other places.
The Skowhegan Hotel, at Skowhegan, Maine, was totally destroyed Sunday even-

ing; loss, between $50,000 and $60,000.

The tobacco monopoly
continued ten years.
Gambetta
in France.

predicts

Sandwich

Islands,

in France

another
x

has

been

ministerial

crisis

Great Briain is reported to have remonstrated
against the Russian invasion of Central Asia.

A new pass has been found across the Andes,
is shorter than any ather route.
Diplomatic relations between the Swiss gov-

“ernment and the Vatican are broken off.

Minister Schenck has returned from the continent, and resumed his duties at the court of St.
2
‘James.
The river Thames has overflowed its banks

in

many places. The inundation is the greatest
since the flood of 1852.
- An army bill introduced in the Italian Parliament provides that all Italians between 18 and
40 yedrs
of age shall be liable to military duty.

The Paris Temps shys that the postal treaty
between France and the United States has riot
yet been signed. The final
act will be (deferred |
until the reopening of the Assembly.

Khivan troops are besieging the Russian . forts

* on the Emba (or Jem) River, on the boundary
between
: Russigu | territory and Pid
dent

n, and’ another ‘force

is’

ating

| against the Russian fisheries at the mouth of the
. same river. Russia hav determined upor’a cam-

paign against Khiva, and as ‘England, if the report be true, will not interfere unless Affghanistands threatened, it is easy. to foresee

human

in his

‘sociated with the memory of four Presidents,
A young lady writes to an exchange giving a

receipt for having fun.

She says, invite half-a-

it to the boy who gets it “with his mouth.
more the boys who
will there be.

try to get

it, the

ing towards

thut

the

The

more fun

us was

never

so strong

neva and San
John.

Juan decisions had

Khivans will
be made’ to ‘pay dearly for’ their
temerity.
:
.
:
A revolution in Néw Granada is reported.
Itis reported at Londom that the Austrian

government has determined to dispense.

gether with the services of Count von Benst.

alto-

be wel-

Desertion from the

as supper, or at least

ing custom
tea

to

Preserving

A’ disturbance arose’ during the ‘municipal

election at Tampico, Mexico, and eight persons’

~.. Were killed and wounded.

The small-pox. 18. spreading Jn. many of- the
:
@
\

8. The room should be perfectly dry, with as
uniform a temperature as practicable, and be
well ventilated; but there should not be through

close at

4. Use

he was

born

(in 1778).

$3,000.
It represents him holding
safety lamp in his right band.

It costs

the miners’

Axi English jury has awarded £1500 damages
to an actress whose forehead received a trifling

scar in a railway collision, on the ground that in
her profession personal appearance has a direct

pecuniary value.

Mr. George Grant, of London, England, is said

to have bought a tract of land covering twentyfour square miles on the line of the Kansas Pacific Railroad in that state: It is his intention to
lay ont a new city, Lo'be ealled Victoria, on this
pi

territory.

seminaries do ‘mot have

a monopoly

of Japanese students, There is now at the Wool-

Academy, by special permission pf the
of England, a young gentleman belonging
Royal family of Japan, and England beats
hollow in'one respect, for at‘ Mr, Rip-

pin’s Academy” is a ‘real, unquestionable
2

Prince

2

*

A gentleman who saw them at Berlin sayy of

the- three emperors, that “ old William 130ks
like a good-natured Newfoundland dog, Alexander like the mont blase of Parisians, and Francis

Joseph like a man who has no good conscience.”

I
utmost

the

care

in

handling as little'as possible,
b. For present use fruit should
ed, but for long

with

pears,

complete

gathering

keeping it is better,

that it should

matty.

not

“This

point,

6. No

imperfect

that which

fruit

should

is sound, and all more

fruit,

be well ri en-.
especially

have arrived at
however,

quires considerable judgment.

Berlin proposes to improve on the present English postal-card system by having the postman
wait for an answer.
7)
his statue, at Pen-

Fruits.

.be

re-

stored with

or less deeny-

ed specimens should be removed.
7. If placed on shelves the fruit should not be
more
than two days gathered,
and no straw

should be used.

8. Where especially clear and beautiful
cimens are #anted they may be packed care lly
in dry bran,or in layersof perfectly dry cotton wool either in closed boxes or in large garden
pots. Scentless sawdust will answer the sam»

purpose,

Rat pine sawdust
is apt to communi-

cate an unpleasant taste,
“9. With care, early Apples

Christmas;

while many

may

kinds may

be kept

ed in perfection to a second year,

4

:

do it ag soon as
eve.
| °

-

Items.
—

If vou feed turni

until

be preserv-

Oe

or cabbage to milch cows,

ey are

milked,

morning

or

poverty, had

till she

followed

y lonely

Tari heals ploddin

She had tried to appease this hunger in many
ways, but found ttle. help.
Her
father’s old
books were all she could command, snd: thesé she

speak

to

Unele, and

lemon), go, my

ef he says (a

dear, and take

Aunt Betsey
e.

nd

whil
a child;
e and slowly growing

and the old lady smiled benignly, quite uncon.
‘scious of the cause of the girl’s me
ent,
“I shall ask Uncle to-night, and I know he

companion a man whose soul was wrapped up in
prize eattle and big turnips,
y
Uncle Enos never could forgive her for this
piece of folly, and Christie pla nly saw that one

echoed through the kitchen:

“ The

A

End of CH

Hoosier

School-Master,”

World” ete., etc.

SON LAY,

wou

America.

FREE

The TMustrated Holiday Number
‘We present
to every
subscriber for 1878 a copy of
our
strated Rolfday
Number of December 13th,
with Christmas Pictures, Christmas Stories; and in-

life's

tercsting matter by

Mrs. Stowe, the poet (Whittier,

and many others.
this commences Miss Alcott’s
new story, the succeeding number of which up to
January lst will be sent to every subscriber. Also,

AWAY!

sudden absence of mind had roused suspicions of
her sanity.
d
“Uncle, I want to go away, and get my own
living, if you please,” was
ristie’s abrupt beginning, as they sat around the evening fire.

* Hey! what's that?” said Uncle Enos, rousing
from the doze. he was enjoying, with a candle in
perilous proximity to his newspaper and his nose.
Christie

relieved

repeated

her

when,

request, and wus

much

after a meditated stare, the old
man briefly answered :
“ Wal, go ahead.”
WW, was afraid

:

you

might think it rash or silly,

sir.
1 rl think it’s the beat thing La

Jcould do; and

€ your good sense in pup
n’ on’t.”
‘Then I may really got”
* Soon’s ever you like. Don’t
pester me about
it till you’re ready; then Pll
give you a little
suthing to start off with.” And Uncle Enos.
retured to ** The Farmer's Friend,” as if cattle
were more, interesting than kindred.
Christie was accustomed to his curt-speech
and
careless manner—had expected nothing
more
cordial ; and, turning to her sunt, said, rather
bitterly :
*“ Didn’t I tell you he'd be glad to have me go?

eager. girl, and, after

had

resolved to try it.

much

earnest thought she

The color, the finish, the delicacy of coneeption,
the sweet slindiivenses and the thoroughly artistic
beauty
of the shing, make it a rare
re. It was

“If T fail, I can come back,” she said to herself,
even while she scorned the thought of failure, for
with all her shy pride she was both brave and
ardent, and her dreams were of the rosiest sort.

ainted expres

where

wanted; and I won't end mylife

because it is dull

aud

hard.

lith

scknow!
It is printed

Pm not

try my fute

glanced

backward

** Don’t you think you could be contented any
way, Christie, ef I make the work lighter, and
leave you more time for your books and things?”
asked the old lady, loth to lose the one youthful

element in her quiet life,
.
“No, ma’am, for 1 can’t find

what

I want

here,” was the decided answer.
““
What do you want, ehild ?”
“ Look in the fire, and I'll try to show you.”
The old lady obediently turned Her spectacles
that way, and Christie said in a tone hal serious,
half

playful:

“Do you see those two.logs?
smouldering papi
LE
my life is now; the other
i fr I want my life to be,”

:

00

‘Well, that one
Softer is what
an
ng is
nging

“Bless me, what an idee! They are both
aburnin’ where they are
put, and
both will be
ashes to-morrow; so w at difference does it
make?”

Christie smiled at the literal old lady; but following the fancy that pleased her, she added
earnestly :

“1 know the end is the same; hut it does make
a difference how they turn to ashes, and how
1
spend my life. That log, with its one dull
of fire, gives neither
life nor warmth, but
sizzling despondently among the cinders,
But
the other glows from end to end with cheerfu
l
little flames that go singi
up the:
Pleasant sou hh La light
t fills

chimney with
theA room and
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No matter! When I’ve done something to be which commences in the holiday number of
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Great
Literary
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Weekly— The Christian Union, and will be
Then her voice changed, her eyes kindl
, and” Aly
continued
only in that paper. Miss Alcott has
the firm lips softened with a smile.
found the key to the popular heart; it is in de‘Yes, I'll try my experiment; then I'll
picting the true home life of America, which she
rich; found a home for girls like myself; get
or, makes full of zest,
better still, be a Mrs. Fry, a Florence Nightin:
enjovment and wholesome
earnestness. This stor will be followed in The
gale, or—"
»
Christian
Union by
“ How are you on’t for stockings, dear?”
r serials from other eminent American pens.: Edward Eggleston, RobChristie’s castles in the air vanished at the
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mother did, and perhups I may succeed as well.”
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e looked back over the
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1. As the flavor of fruit is so easily affected by
heterogeneous odors, it'is highly desirable that
apple and
péir rooms should be distinct.
2. The walls and the floor should be annually
washed with a solution of quick-lime,

The officers of the English army attending public balls,ete., have been ordered to appear im uniform hereater.
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wor’t object. Then I shall write to see if Mrs. of three things
would surely
happen,If she lived
Flint has a room for me, where I can stay till I
there with
no vent
for her full heart and b
‘
get something to do. There is plenty of work in on
mind.
She
‘would
either
marry Joe Butterfield
the world, and Pm not afraid of it ; so you'll soon in sheer desperati
on,
and
become
a farmer's
hear good news of me. Don’t look sad, for you
A NEW AND EXQUISITE FRENCH
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creation of
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of all mundane affairs, and the ludicrous dismay into the world from this narrow life, and go out [~
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The London Garden gives the following as
the rules of the Royal Horticultural Society for
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po r gentleman, and
a few years of genuine happiness, untroubled

the girl, after a long pause devoted by the old
lady to the preparation of some compound which
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thing

deed, is like love—not quite unpurch
le, yet
hard to buy, so noble is the art, so noble, in fact
are both arts. Po state mildly, about half the
cooks, male and female, are bad, and if yours
of the hotel is one of them, your dinner will be
the usual culinary miscegenation, and even' your
breakfast will have the peculiar Americanism
of cookery, which is grease.— Lippincott's Magazine.
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the great unknown world.
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And to burn
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of travel to the Vienna exposition.
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directions to herself from the receipt-Book before
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:
“TI ahi’t no right to keep you, dear, ef you
choose to (take a pinch of salt). I'm sorry you
ain’t happy, and think you might ef you’d only
(beat eggs six yolks and whites together).
But

drugged or the preserves wherewithal they shall
be depressed.
The
acute
observer
who has
boarded long at a hotel may, through many experiments and by a series of hungry inductions,
learn with some degree of exactness when his

having the most timid
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and
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for
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But with breakfast, unfortnnately, the cuisine
of the great hotel is too apt to end its suceesses,

Wilkie Collins is coming early next mouth.
American apples are $10 a bushel in Australia.
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is said that, 80 far as material can imitate imma-
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He
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don’t show it, und when your odd ways fret
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he ain't pleasant, I know,
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ed above.
The base is surmounted with a richly
molded granite cap weighing five tons. . There is
probably no other in the country like it; and
it
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death the principles which I advocated through a
long life: equality of man before his Creator.”
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'we meccept the doctrines of the undulatory theo- thought
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ry of light; for according to it, in four billionths
though, let me tell you, too much emptins makes
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that four billionths of a second is sufficient for

possession a ring containing hair of Washington
and Jefferson. The ring, which once belonged

at a great age.
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retains and combines a whole series of impressions, ‘whose joint duration is forty billionths of
a second, it follows that a much smaller interval
of time will suffice for vision. Tf we limit the
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Loewe’s rings (using cobalt glass); also the radiating structure of ‘the crystalline lens can be
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to the eye. Hence {it is plain that forty billionths
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on the reting of a strong and distinct impression ;
and 4s the obliterdtion of the micrometric lines

at the rate of 700 or 800 a month.
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